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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION. CORPS OP ENGINEERS

P.O .  BOX 631
VICKSB URG, MISSISSIPPI 39100

IN ~ UPLY ~~~~~~ To WESEV 30 September 1978

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Technical Report D—78—47

TO: All Report Recipients

1. The technical report transmitted herewith represents the results of
an evaluation and calibration of the Tetra Tech dredged material disposal
models based on field data. This study was one of the major efforts to
be accomplished under Task lB (Movements of Dredged Material) of the
Corps of Engineers’ Dredged Material Research Program (DMRP). Task lB
was part of the Environmental Impacts and Criteria Development Project
of the DMRP, which was a broad, multi—faceted investigation that in-
cluded the environmental impacts and other aspects of open—water disposal
of dredged material.

2. Two mathematical models were developed by Tetra Tech, Inc., for pre-
dicting the short—term physical fate of material disposed in an estuarine
environment by an instantaneous disposal operation or a continuous dis-
charge disposal. Since the latter part of 1976, the Hydraulics Laboratory
of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) has been
involved in an evaluation and calibration of these models. Model evalu-
ation has centered around an analysis of the conceptualization of the
physical processes and the corresponding theoretical description of
those processes. In this phase, computer programming errors have been
corrected and several modifications have been made to the models In
order to represent the disposal processes more realistically. Model
calibration has centered around determining the more realistic way to
apply the models to a particular disposal operation and a subsequent
variation of model coefficients to match computed results with data
collected during DMRP—sponsored field studies by Yale University (DMRP
Work Unit 1B09 reported by Bokuniewicz et al. in Technical Report
D—78—7).

3. Although these models still have not undergone sufficient calibra-
tion and subsequent verification to warrant confidence in a quantitative
sense, the limited calibration discussed herein and the in—depth evalua-
tion the models have received justify confidence in a qualitative sense,
especially if the material is properly characterized and the models are
judiciously applied to adequately represent a real disposal operation.
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WESEV 30 September 1978
SUBJECT: Transmittal of Technical Report D—78—47

4. From the evaluation and testing program including the data collected
from the field studies, the following conclusions can be made concerning
the short—term models at this time:

a. The models can realistically simulate what happens in the water
column during the release. The limiting factor determining which model
or models to apply is the relationship between the time required for the
leading edge of the descending cloud to impact the bottom and the time
required to empty the hopper dredge or barge.

b. These models cannot accurately describe the detailed structure
of the impact and subsequent bottom surge as observed and discussed in
Bokuniewicz et al. However, with proper selection of coefficients, the
lateral spread and the rate of change in the total volume of the radially
expanding surge can be estimated.

c. A reasonable description of the concentrations within the surge
and long—term phase is dependent on an adequate characterization of the
sediment properties of the dredged material.

5. These models will provide useful predictive information on the
behavior of dredged material during aquatic disposal. Such information
is important to those concerned with the environmental consequences of
Corps activities, as it will aid in predicting the area of possible
impact of the material.

a JOHN L. CANNONColonel, Corps of Engineers
Commander and Director
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were developed, one for an instantaneous disposal operation and one for a con-
tinuous discharge disposal.

Since the latter part of 1976, the Hydraulics Laboratory of the U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES ) has been involved in an
evaluation and calibration of these models. Model evaluation has centered
around an analysis of the conceptualization of the physical processes and the
corresponding theoretical description of those processes. In this phase, com-
puter programming errors have been corrected and several modifications have
been made to the models in order to more realistically represent the disposal
processes. Model calibration has centered around determining the most re-
alistic way to apply the models to a particular disposal operation and a sub-
sequent variation of model coefficients to match computed results with data
collected during Dredged Material flesearch Program (DMRP) sponsored field
studies by Yale University (DMBP Work Unit No. 1B09).

Conclusions of the evaluation and calibration study can be summarized as
follows:

a. The limiting factor determining which model or models to apply is the
relationship between the time required for the leading edge of the
descending cloud to impact the bottom and the time required to empty
the hopper dredge or barge.

b. No quantitative significance should be attached to predictive com-
putations from either model until knowledge of the required coef-
ficients is improved.

c. The most sensitive coefficients in the models are drag and entrain-
ment coefficients in the descent and collapse phases and the bottom
friction coefficient.

d. The models cannot accurately describe the detailed structure of the
• impact and subsequent bottom surge as observed during the field

studies by Yale University . However, as shown in the calibration
efforts, with proper selection of the more sensitive coefficients,
the lateral spread and total volume of the radially expanding surge
can be estimated.

e. A reasonable description of the suspended sediment concentrations
— 

is dependent on an adequate characterization of the sediment proper-
ties of the dredged material.

The inputs for instantaneous dump and continuous discharge models are
listed in Appendices A and B, respectively. Appendix C presents a program

listing to generate the velocity tape at the Duwaniish disposal site. Ap-

pendix D presents an example problem combining results from both dredged ma-

terial models.
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PREFACE

The study reported herein was conducted by the Hydraulics
Laboratory (HL) and Environmental Laboratory (EL) of the U. S. Army

Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES ) during the period July 1976—

April 1978. The work was conducted under Dredged Material Research

Program (DMRP) Work Unit No. 1B06, “Evaluation of Koh—Chang Model

(Phase I) and Sensitivity Analyses,” and 1B07, “Part icipation in Field
Verification of Koh—Chang Model and Further Sensitivity Analysis.”

The DM~P is sponsored by the Office , Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army ,

and is monitored by EL.

Dr. B. H. Johnson , Mathematical Hydraulics Division (MHD), HL ,
and Mr. B. W. Holliday, Environmental Impacts and Criteria Development

Project (EICDP), EL, conducted the study and prepared this report under
the general supervision of Messrs. H. B. Simmons , Chief , HL , and M. B.
Boyd, Chief , MilD. Dr. R. M. Engler, Manager, EICDP, managed the

project for the DMRP under the general supervision of Dr. John Hariison ,

Chief , EL.
Director of WES during the conduct of this study and the prepara-

tion and publication of this report was COL J. L. Cannon, CE. Technical

Director was Mr. F. B. Brown.
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CONVERSION FACTORS , U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be con-
verted to metric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain
cubic feet 0.02831685 cubic metres

cubic feet per second 0.02831685 cubic metres per second

cubic yards 0.761455149 cubic metres

degrees (angle) 0.017145329 radians
Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius degrees or Kelvins*
feet 0.30148 metres

feet per second 0.30148 met res per second

* To obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) read-
ings , use the following formula: C = (5/9)(F — 32). To obtain Kelvin
(K) readings, use: K (5/9)(F — 32) + 273.15.

3
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EVALUATION AND CALIBRATION OF THE TETRA TECH DREDGED

MATERIAL DISPOSAL MODELS BASED ON FIELD DATA

PART I: INTRODUCTION

1. The Dredged Material Research Program (DMRP) of the U. S. Army

Corps of Engineers has as one of its obj ectives to provide more defini-

tive information on the environmental aspects of dredging and dredged

material disposal operations. This large interdisciplinary program is

concerned with all aspects of the problem of disposing of dredged ma-

terial , an integral part of which is the determination of where the

material goes when discharged into the aquatic environment. Prediction

of the short—term physical fate of dredged material discharged into an

aquatic environment based on data and observations from other specific

study sites is extremely difficult because of the variability in the

factors that influence the fate of the material. As a result, a mathe-

matical model of the physical processes affecting the fate of dredged

material is considered extremely desirable. The model needs to be flex-

ible enough to permit consideration of local environmental conditions ,

sediment characteristics , and initial discharge conditions imposed by

• the different methods of disposal. As a first step toward this objec-

tive, the DMBP initiated an effort (Work Unit No. lBOl) to assess the

existing mathematical models applicable to the disposal of dredged ma-

terial in terms of assumptions, limitations for practical usage, and

degree of verification. The literature review prepared by Johnson
1

revealed very little development of mathematical modeling of the physical

fate of dredged material released in an aquatic environment. It was de-

termined that a model developed by Koh and Chang
2 
was the most promising

for prediction of the short—term dispersion and settling of dredged ma—

terial. However, the model was developed for application in an ocean

environment and would not handle disposal operations in a dynamic en—

vironinent such as an estuary. As a part of the DMRP, Tetra Tech , Inc.,

was assigned the task of making major modifications to the Koh—Chang

14
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model to expand its applicability. Two models, one for a continuous
discharge and one for an instantaneous dump, resulted from this study.3

These models were not designed for use over time frames within which

erosion and resuspension play dominant roles, and no attempt was made to
incorporate these phenomena into the Tetra Tech models.

2. In computer experimentation with these models, various problems

have been encountered that have resulted in modifications to the orig-

inal m’~del~ . In addition, modifications have been made to increase the

versatility of the models. A brief description of both the bottom dump

and the continuous discharge models is given in Part II (with special

emphasis on the input data required for model operation and the output

provided) before detailed discussions of the computation cycles and

modifications to each model are presented in Parts III and IV. Part V

presents the results from a limited but systematic variation of the

many coefficients contained in the models, i.e., a sensitivity analysis.

3. The Tetra Tech models are at the forefront of the state of the

art in numerical simulation of sedimentological processes involving

dredged material but have been subjected to very limited testing and

evaluation. Although the models are considered to be conceptually sound,

field verification is needed to establish their predictive capabilities

and to provide rational guidance for their use. Initial work toward

this objective has been conducted by the Hydraulics Laboratory at the

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), and results are

summarized in Part VI of this report.

5
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PART II: THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

14. In both models the behavior of the material is assumed to be
separated into three phases: convective descent, during which the dump

cloud or discharge jet falls under the influence of gravity ; dynamic

collapse, occurring when the descending cloud or jet either impacts the

bottom or arrives at the level of neutral buoyancy at which descent is
retarded and horizontal spreading dominates; and long—term passive dis-

persion , commencing when the material transport and spreading are deter-
mined more by ambient currents and turbulence than by the dynamics of the

disposal operation . Figures 1 and 2 illustrate these phases for the

instantaneous dump and jet models, respectively .

Convective Descent

5. In the bottom dump model, a single cloud that maintains a

hemispherical shape during convective descent is assumed to be released.

Since the solids concentration in discharged dredged material is usu-

ally low, the cloud is expected to behave as a dense liquid; thus a

basic assumption is that a buoyant thermal analysis is appropriate .
The equations governing the motion are those for conservation of mass,

momentum , buoyancy, solid particles , and vorticity . These equations

are straightforward statements of conservation principles and will not

be presented here. It should be noted that the entrainment coefficient
associated with the entrainment of ambient fluid into the descending

hemispherical cloud is assumed to vary smoothly between its value for a

vortex ring and the value for turbulent thermals. As shown in Part V ,

model output is quite sensitive to the entrainment coefficient , which

in turn is dependent upon the material being dumped (the higher the

moisture content , the larger the value of the entrainment coe f fi c i en t) .

Developmental resear ch by JBF Scien t i f ic  Corporation is under way to

better represent the entrainment of the ambient fluid.

6. A number of dredging vessels discharge material through open-

ings at the bottom of the vessel while moving. Hopper dredges typically

6
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open one or two doors at a time, completing the disposal operation in a

few minutes. A similar mode of discharge, although fixed and of a much
longer duration, is a pipeline with the discharge tak.tng place in the

water column. In either case the flow phenomenon near the discharge

opening is that of a sinking momentum jet in a cross current. Basic as-

sumptions in the formulation of the conservation equations for the jet

convection phase are that the jet cross section remains circular and that

velocity, density, and material concentration distributions may be ap-
proximated by “top—hat” profiles. Entrainment is assumed to be composed

of a combination of momentum jet entrainment and entrainment experienced

by a two-dimensional thermal.

Dynamic Collapse

7. During convective descent, the dumped material cloud or

jet grows as a result of entrainment. Eventually, either the material

reaches the bottom, or the density difference between the discharged

material and the ambient becomes small enough for a position of

neutral buoyancy to be assumed. In either case, the vertical motion is

arrested and a dynamic spreading in the horizontal occurs. In the

bottom dump model, the hemispherical cloud is assumed to take the shape

of an oblate spheroid. With the exception of vorticity, which is as-

sumed to have been dissipated by the stratified ambient water column,

the same conservation equations used in convective descent but now

written for an oblate spheroid are applicable. For the case of collapse

on the bottom, the only difference is the inclusion of a frictional
force between the bottom and the collapsing cloud. As the jet plume

of a continuous jet discharge, which does not strike the bottom, moves

far downstream from the discharge point, its velocity approaches that

of the ambient fluid and its behavior is more like a two—dimensional

thermal than a jet. The cross section of the two—dimensional thermal

is assumed to have the shape of an ellipse. As in the bottom dump model,

the governing equations represent the conservation of mass, momentum,

V buoyancy, and solid particles, with a fr iction force included if the
bottom is encountered.

9
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Passive Dispersion

8. The long—term passive dispersion phase is treated the same way

in both models. When the rate of horizontal spreading in the dynamic

• collapse phase becomes less than an estimated rate of spreading due to

turbulent diffusion, the collapse phase is terminated. During collapse,

solid particles can settle as a result of their fall velocity. As these

• particles leave the main body of material, they are stored in small
clouds that are characterized by a uniform concentration, thickness,
and position in the water column. These small clouds are then allowed

to settle and disperse until they become large enough to be inserted

into the long—term , two—dimensional passive dispersion grid positioned

in the horizontal plane. Once small clouds are inserted at particular

net points, those net points then have a concentration , thickness, and

top position associated with them. This is the manner in which the

three—dimensional nature of the problem is handled on a two—dimensional

grid. Figure 3 illustrates a typical concentration profile at a net

point. Computations on the passive dispersion grid are made using

Fisher ’s backward convection concept rather than attempting a numerical

solution of the governing convection—diffusion equation. In the back-

ward convection solution technique, a massless particle at each net

point at the present time level is moved backward in time by the ambient

current to the position it occupied one time step before. The concen-

tration at the net point it presently occupies is then taken as a five—

point average of the points surrounding its old position (Figure 3).

9. In addition to the horizontal convection and diffusion of

material , settling of the suspended solids also occurs. Therefore, in

addition to computing a concentration profile at each net point, the

amount of solid material deposited on the bottom and a corresponding

thickness are also determined. A basic assumption in the models is

that once material is deposited on the bottom it remains there, i.e.,

neither erosion nor bed—load movement of material are allowed. This is

the primary theoretical limitation of the models that restricts their

usefulness to the study of the short—term fate of discharged material.

10
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Model Input Requirements

• 10. Input data required for the operation of the models can be

grouped into (a) a description of the ambient environment at the dis-

posal site, (b) characterization of the dredged material, (c) data de—

• scribing the disposal operation, and (d) model coefficients. Each is

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Disposal site data

11. The first task to be accomplished when applying the models is

that of constructing a horizontal long—term grid over the disposal site.

The number of grid points should be kept as small as possible but large

enough to extend the grid beyond the area of interest at the level of

spatial detail desired. Quite often one may wish to change the horizon-

tal grid after a few preliminary runs. Water depths and the horizontal

components of the ambient current must be input at each net point.

Any of the three options of velocity input illustrated in Figure 14

may be selected, with the simplest case being velocities at a constant

depth disposal site. The ambient density profile at the deepest point

in the disposal site must also be input. This profile may vary with

time but is assumed to be the same at each net point of the grid.

Characterization
of dredged material

12. The dredged material can be composed of up to 12 solid frac-

tions, a fluid component, and a conservative chemical constituent if

desired. For each solid fraction, its concentrat ion by volume, density,
fall velocity, voids ratio, and an indicator as to whether or not the

fraction is cohesive must be input. Proper material characterization is

extremely important in obtaining realistic predictions from the models.

For example, field observations have shown that the majority of the
solids settle to the bottom of the hoppers in the case of a hopper
dredge disposal with the resulting density of the upper portion of the

hopper being almost that of the ambient water. This is discussed in

more detail in Part VI. If a conservative chemical constituent Is to

be traced, its initial concentration and a background concentration must

12
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Figure 14~ Illustration of the various velocity profiles available
for use in models (from Brandsma and Dlvoky3)
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be given. In addition, the bulk density and aggregate voids ratio of
the dredged material must be prescribed.

Disposal operations data
13. For the bottom dump model, Information required includes the

position of the barge on the horizontal grid, the radius of the initial
hemispherical cloud, the depth below the water surface at which the ma-

terial is released, and the initial velocity of the cloud. Normally,

the Initial cloud radius is computed from the known volume of material.

However , one may wish to set the radius from geometrical considerations,
e.g., the barge width. If this Is the case, one must adjust the bulk

density to reflect the initial dilution, making sure the resulting cloud

contains the exact amount of solid material contained within the barge.

For the continuous discharge model, the following data are required:

the initial position of the discharge on the horizontal grid, the ves-

sel’s course and speed if moving, the orientation and depth below the

water surface of the discharge, the radius and flow rate of the initial

discharge, and the total discharge time.

Model coefficients

114. The models contain suggested average values for the many coef-

ficients involved (1)4 in the instantaneous dump model and 17 in the

continuous discharge model) but the user may input other values if de-

sired. Computer experimentation, such as that presented in Part V of

this report, has shown that model results appear to be fairly insensi-

tive to most of the coefficients. The entrainment and drag coefficients

in the convective descent and collapse phases along with the bottom

friction coefficient appear to be the most sensitive.

• Model Output 
V

• 15. In both the instantaneous dump and the continuous discharge

model, the discharged material is traced through three phases: convec-

t ive descent , during which the dump cloud or discharge jet falls under

the influence of gravity; dynamic collapse, occurring when the descend—

ing cloud or jet either impacts the bottom or arrives at the level of

114
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neutral buoyance at which descent is retarded and horizontal spreading
dominates; and long—term passive dispersion, commenc ing when the
material transport and spreading Is determined more by ambient currents
and turbulence than the dynamics of the disposal operation. Model out-

put is provided in both tabular and plotted form describing the movement

of the material through each of the three phases.

Convective descent
and dynamic collapse

16. The time history of position in the water column, velocity ,
and size of the cloud or jet plume is provided at the end of both the

convective descent and collapse phases. In addition, the volume of
solids and the corresponding concentrations, as well as the density dif-

ference between the discharged material and the ambient, are provided.

As a guide for determining dilution rates, the time history of the con-

servative chemical constituent concentrations is also furnished.

Passive dispersion

17. A basic assumption by which the three—dimensional aspects

of the suspended sediment concentrations are represented on the two—

dimensional horizontal grid is that the concentration profile in the

vertical is a “top—hat” profile (Figure 3). Such a profile is char-

acterized by a thickness, top position, and an average concentration.

Therefore, in the passive dispersion phase, at each net point of the

horizontal grid, the concentration, position of the top, and the thick—

V ness of each suspended solids profile, as well as the conservative chem—

ical constituent, are output at as many time steps as requested. In ad-

dition , at each net point the amount and thickness of deposited solids

on the bottom are also provided as functions of time.

15
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PART III : DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTATION CYCLE AND
MODIFICATIONS TO THE CONTINUOUS DISCHARGE MODEL

18. As noted in the previous section, the Tetra Tech continuous
discharge model allows for an unlimited continuous discharge of dredged

material from either a stationary or moving source oriented at any angle

below the water surface. A detailed discussion of the theoretical as-

pects of the numerical model can be found in the final report by

Brandsma and Divoky.3 The purpose of the discussion presented herein

is to present in more detail the procession of computations through the

computer model and to point out those modifications to the model that

have been made, as they are encountered in the computation cycle.

19. The complete computation cycle centers around subroutine MAIN.

Many of the read statements for input data plus various initialization

statements are encountered upon first entering MAIN. Two subroutines,
INIT and P.NBC, are called from MAIN to read other input data such as

discharge data and information on the dredged material plus the ambient
density and velocity data. ESTGEO is then called to read water depths.

This subroutine has been modified such that if the depth is constant,

only one number must be input rather than having to specify the same

constant depth at each grid point as previously required.

20. The major loop in MAIN within which all computations are made

is on the number of tidal days (each day is 25 hr) for which the model

is to be run. Embedded within this loop is a loop over the long—te’in

passive diffusion time steps contained in each tidal day. It should

• be noted that this time step must be greater than the total time re-

quired for the dynamic collapse phase to terminate. The phases through

which computations proceed are discussed in more detail later. Before

computations in the short—term phases (convective descent and dynamic

collapse) begin, 13W is called to update velocities to the current long—

term time step if the velocities are time dependent. VEL is then called

to interpolate between grid point velocities to determine the ambient

velocity at the point of discharge.

21. Immediately after discharge is initiated, the material behaves

i6
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as a sinking momentum jet in a cross current, i.e., a jet convective

descent phase is entered. JET is called to control computations through

this descent phase. The coordinate system is centered on the discharge

point. Upon entering JET, the initial values of all dependent variables
such as momentum, solid concentrations, and buoyancy are prescribed in

preparation for the first solution trial. The initial integration step

for numerical integration of the governing ordinary differential equa-

tions is DINCR (an input parameter) times the initial radius of the jet.

Remember the model computes a steady picture of the momentum jet. At

this point in the program various modifications allowing for the tracing

of a conservative chemical constituent, considering a background concen-

tration, through all phases of the model, begin to appear. Modifications

allowing for these computations are found throughout remaining portions

of the numerical code and are far too numerous to discuss at each point

they occur.

22. JET calls RUNGS which in turn immediately calls DERIVJ to de—

termine values of the derivatives of the dependent variables in the gov-

erning conservation equations. These are the EP’s in the computer code.

One major addition to the model can be found in DERIVJ . The drag force

on the descending jet in the original model is assumed to always act

perpendicular to the axis of the jet. If material is discharged in the

vertical from a stationary ‘4esseJ. in essentially quiescent ambient water,

little bending of the jet occurs and thus essentially no drag force acts

to oppose the downward motion. From model applications in Lake Ontario,

the computed time required for a jet that is nearly vertical to hit

the bottom is significantly less than observed times for bottom en-

counter. Thus, if the angle between the jet center line and the verti-

cal 
~2 

is less than 10 deg,** an additional drag force similar to the
force acting on the descending hemispherical cloud in the bottom dump

model (see Braridsma and Divoky3) has been added in the vertical.

* For convenience, symbols and unusual abbreviations are listed and
defined in the Notation (Appendix E).

** A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measure-
ment to metric (SI) units is presented on page 3.

17
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23. After setting up the derivatives, control switches back to

RUNGS for the numerical integration of the governing equations using a

fourth—order Runga—Kutta integration scheme. Control then refers back

to JET where the next integration step is increased over the present
value by a factor of 1.1 unless the vertical position of the center of

the jet is greater than 90 percent of the water depth, in which case

it is decreased by a factor of 1.1.

214. Checks are now made in JET to determine if the bottom has been

encountered. This occurs if any of the three expressions below are sat-

isfied, which then results in IPLUNG = 1 . (IPLUNG is a parameter set

internally as an indicator of whether or not the cloud is on the bottom.)

cY(ISTEP) + 0.85 * BC(ISTEP) SIN 
~2 ~ 

H (1)

CY(ISTEP) + DS COS 02 ~ 
H (2 )

CY(ISTEP) + 0.75 * BC(ISTEP) > H if 02 
< 30 deg (3)

where

CY = vertical position of jet center line

ISTEP = number of integration steps

BC = jet radius

0
2 

= angle between vertical and jet center line

H = water depth

DS = spatial integration step

Checks are now made to determine if jet convection computations are

completed. If any of the three conditions below occur, this trial

run is considered to be over.

CY(ISTEP) < CY(ISTEP — 1) — results in NUTRL = 1 (14)

IPLUNG = 1 — bottom encounter (5)

ISTEP > 600 (6)

18
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where

NUTBL = a parameter set internally as an indicator of whether or
not diffusive spreading exceeds dynamic spreading and also
of whether or not a neutrally buoyant position has been
reached.

If none of the above three conditions are satisfied, the computations

for this trial continue by calling RUNGS which calls DERIVJ , etc. How-

ever, if either NUTRL = 1 or IPLUNG 1 and if the number of trial

solutions does not exceed 5, and if the number of integration steps is
greater than 100 but less than 190, jet convection computations are con-

sidered complete. If the number of trial solutions (NTRIAL ) is less

than 5 but the number of integration steps (ISTEP) is either less than

100 or greater than 190, NTRIAL is increased by 1 and the jet convection

computations are completely reinitiated from the point of discharge, but

with the initial integration step now set to be

PS = DINCR * BC(l )  ( 7)

where

PINCH = DINCH * FLOAT(ISTEP)/ l 140

BC(l) = radius of the discharge point

If after five trials (NTRIAL = 5) a successful completion is not real-

ized , the program terminates . Assume a successful completion has been

realized and all output requested has been provided. Control now

switches back to MAIN.

25. If the bottom has been encountered in JET , MAIN calls COLAPS

to initiate computation of the dynamic collapse phase on the bottom.

However , instead of hitting the bottom the jet center line may have at-
tained a horizontal trajectory in the water column (NUTRL = 1), in which

case MAIN conducts a check on the ambient density gradient. If the am-

bient density is uniform, dynamic collapse is completely bypassed and

long—term computations are initiated. This procedure is correct for the

case of a neutrally buoyant plume in a uniform ambient since the force

(derived in Koh and Chang2) which drives collapse will be zero. In the

original coding there was no such check for the case of bottom encounter.

In sample runs with bottom encounter occurring in a uniform ambient,

19 
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errcrs were observed. A new expression for the force driving collapse

• on the bottom which accounts for the difference between the average

plume density and the ambient density has been derived and accounted for

in the program . If a neutrally buoyant position in the water column is

reached , this difference is essentially zero, which as implied above was

the assumption made in the original model. However, this assumption was

made not only for collapse in the water column but also for collapse on

the bottom which does not appear to be correct. This will be discussed

in more detail later.

26. Assume that COLAPS, which controls the computation cycle for

the dynamic collapse phase in the water column as well as on the bottom,

has been called from MAIN. Results from the last integration step of

the jet convection computations are used to initiate collapse computa-

tions. If collapse occurs in the water column the initial integration

st ep is

PS DINCH * BC(ISAV ) (8)

where ISAV is the last integration step in jet convection . However, if

collapse occurs on the bottom (ISTEP = IBED) the initial integration

ipterval is taken to be

DS = PINCH * PS * sin 0 (9 )
jet cony 2

It can be seen that if the jet is vertical , 0
2 

= 0 deg and DS is

zero. Therefore , the model requires some bending of the jet before the

bottom is encountered.

27. For now assume collapse occurs in the water column . The first

computation in COLAPS is for the fall velocity of cohesive material ,

which is a new feature of the model. Fall velocities are assumed to be

a function of only the suspended sediment concentration an~ are co~nputed

from*

* Personal communication , Bonjon Ariathurai , Nielsen Engineering and
Research, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
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= 0.0017 if C < 25 mg/R.

V~ = 0.00713 C14”~/3014.8 if 25 < C < 300 mg/i

= 0.0147 if C > 300 mg/i

~,there

VS = settling velocity, ft/sec

C = suspended sediment concentration, mg/i

Fall velocities for cohesive sediment are computed throughout the re-

mainder of the program. These modifications are easily recognized and

will not be discussed further . COLAPS now calls RUNGS which in turn

calls DERIVC to compute the derivatives of the dependent variables. It

should be noted that the time derivative in each of the basic conserva-

tion equations (see Brandsma and Divoky3) has been changed to a spatial

derivative along the plume center line by employing the relation

PS/DT = CU(ISTEP) where CU(ISTEP) is the center—line velocity and S

is distance along the center line of the plume. As in the jet convec-

tion computations , RUNGS now performs the numerical integration of the
governing equations. Control now switches back to COLAPS and a new in-

tegration step i~ computed as the product of the previous integration

step and the ratio of the present plume velocity to that determined in

the previous step.

28. Various exit checks are now made to determine whether or not

there is a need to increment ISTEP in this solution trial and proceed

with the computations or to increment NTRIAL and start again from the

end of jet convection, but with a new initial integration step, or to

transfer control back to MAIN. These checks are listed below.

a. If diffusive spreading is greater than dynamic spreading,
NUTRL = 3

b. If CY(ISTEP) + 0.85 AA (ISTEP) > H then IPLUNG = 2 and
BOTTOM is called to continue collapse computations where
AA is the major axis of e1lipti~al cross section and 

H
is the depth of the water column.

c. Let IDIF (ISTEP — ISAV) where ISAV is the number of
the last integration step in jet convection. If IDIF
lies between 100 and 1400 and NUTRL = 3 , collapse compu-
tations have been successfully completed.

21



d. If NUTRL ~ 3 and ISTEP > 599 , NTRIAL is incremented
and collapse computations are started again from the end
of jet convection but with a new initial integration step.
However, if NUTRL ~ 3 and ISTEP < 599 , ISTEP is in-
cremented and computations proceed with RUNGS being
called, etc.

e. If NIJTRL ~ 3 and NTRIAL = 5 , the program terminates.

• 29. It has been indicated that if the bottom is encountered,

either during jet convection or ~1uring collapse within the water column,

BOTTOM is called. As for the case of collapse in the water column, re-

sults from previous computations (either jet convection or collapse in

the water column) are used to initiate bottom collapse computations.

One important note should be made. In the original model, the vertical

momentum of the plume is set to zero after one integration step. Move-

ment of the plume center line (remember that during collapse it is as-

sumed that material is continuously being pumped into the plume) is

determined from the momentum in the horizontal directions at the end of

jet convection . For a bottom encounter in which the jet is almost ver-

tical, the horizontal momentum is essentially zero and the plume center

line moves very little during collapse. Based on observations in the

field, this is not a very realistic representation. Returning to the

discussion of the computation cycle, RUNGS is now called that in turn

calls DERIVB. As in the previous DERIVE subroutines, the derivatives

of the dependent variables are evaluated in DERIVE. In paragraph 25, an

addition to the force driving collapse on the bottom was mentioned. Its

derivation is presented below.

30. As indicated in Brandsma and Divoky,
3 consider a quadrant of

the collapsing plume illustrated as follows

y 

— — — 
dy

L 
P ROJECTED ELEMENTAL A R E A

In the original model the density of the plume at y’ = 0 was related

to the ambient density, 
~a 

as
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= 
(i cy ’)  (10)

where

p
0 = plume density at cloud center

C = normalized density gradient 
(2_)(5_2)

y’ = vertical axis of coordinate system positioned at cloud center

Likewise, the density distribution inside the plume p
~ was assumed to be

/ ‘ya ~
p* = P41 — 

__2~ cy’) (11)

where the plume density gradient is assumed to be less than that in the

ambient fluid by the factor ya /a

where

y = the density gradient coefficient

a = one half the final radius of the convective descent jet

a = semiminor axis of the collapsing plume
A basic assumption in the above was that the plume density at y’ = 0

equals the ambient density . If the plume experiences collapse within

the water column, this is a reasonable assumption ; however, if collapse

occurs on the bottom , it is not. Let us assume the following

p = p~~(1 — cy ’) + Ap (12)

where ~
p is the difference between the plume density at y’ = 0 and

the ambient. Thus the force term as originally formulated by Tetra

Tech plus an additional force term due to the t~p would be the correct

expression for the force driving bottom collapse. Assuming hydrostatic

pressures, this addition can be determined by integrating the pressure

due to t~p over the projected area of the rounded external surface.

Thus

F~~= ~~
8

~~ p~~~r L dy (13)
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or 

FAP = ~pg L a
2
/2 (i4 )

where

= driving force in bottom collapse due to z~p

g = acceleration due to gravity

y = distance from water surface

• L = length of plume element

dy = incremental vertical distance

The modification to the model can be found in the expression for EP(lO)

in DERIVE. RUNGS now performs the numerical integration and control

switches to BOTTOM.

31. At the beginning of each integration step, a bed reaction

force, FBED, is computed. If FBED < 0 , the plume rises off the bot-

tom and the remainder of dynamic collapse is computed in the water

column. When FBED < 0 , IPLUNG is set to 14. In addition to a check

on FBED, at the beginning of each integration step diffusive spreading

is compared to dynamic spreading. When diffusive spreading exceeds

dynamic spreading, NUTRL = 3 . In several model applications, problems

have been encountered with collapse on the bottom terminating too soon,

especially if the jet is almost vertical at bottom encounter. Within

one integration step the model has computed a negative FBED and/or set

NUTBL = 3 . Some type of instability seems to be occurring since one

certainly would not expect such behavior in an actual disposal opera-

tion. Therefore, two statements have been inserted into the model which

force FBED to be zero and NUTRL to be 1 for the first ten integration

steps in collapse on the bottom.

32. As in the case of collapse within the water column, various

checks are made at the end of each integration step to determine if

ISTEP is to be increased and RUNGS called again or if NTRIAL is to be

increased and bottom collapse computations reinitiated with a new

initial integration step. Finally control switches back to COLAPS and

then to MAIN. As previously noted, if NTRIAL = 5 and diffusive

spreading ha8 not exceeded dynamic spreading, the program terminates.

214 



Assume collapse computations have been successfully completed and all
output pertaining to the collapse phase has been provided.

33. Subroutine BOOKS is now called to create small clouds in which

mass is stored during the transition from the short—term computations

(convective descent and dynamic collapse) to the grid upon which long—
term computations are made. These are created at the end of collapse

(or jet convection if the jet trajectory becomes horizontal and the

ambient density is uniform) in the following manner. If the discharge

time of the jet plus the time to the end of collapse is less than the

long—term time step, TMAX is set equal to this sum. If the sum above

is greater than the long—term time step (after the first time step this

sum is compared to the total elapsed time), then TMAX is set equal to

the long—term time step. Now a speed, VDIF , is defined to be the mag-
nitude of the ambient velocity, unless the plume collapsed on the bottom
in which case VDIF is set equal to the speed of the disposing vessel.

However, if both speeds above are zero, VDIF is set equal to the center
line velocity of the plume. Nov the time increment for creating small

clouds is determined from

DTC = 2 * BC(ISTEP)/VDIF (15)

However, DTC may be much too large. Thus, if DTC > [TMAX — T(ISTEP)],

it is set equal to ETMAX — T(ISTEP)], where T(ISTEP) is the time to the

end of collapse. DTC then determines the number of small clouds to be

created in this time step. If the total discharge time plus the time

to the end of collapse extends over into the next time step, the ma-

terial discharged during that time is inserted into small clouds at the

beginning of the next long—term time step.

314. The solid material inserted into a small cloud is the product

V 
of the initial discharge flow rate, the initial concentration, and the
time increment DTC. The amount of chemical constituent inserted into

a small cloud is determined differently due to the entrainment of back—

ground material by the jet. The chemical constituent mass inserted

is the product of the flow rate and concentration at the end of jet
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convection times the time increment DTC. A modification in the computa-

tion of the horizontal dimension of the chemical cloud has been made in

the model to ensure that the concentration of the chemical cloud is the

same as the chemical concentration at the end of collapse. This has not

been done for the solids clouds since material continually falls out of

the collapse phase. However, the effect of material falling from col—

• lapse shows up only in the thickness assigned to the clouds, not in the

creation of clouds.

35. After all small clouds are created, they are updated from

their creation time to the end of the long—term time step. This update

- V consists of convection by the ambient current, an adjustment of the

cloud top due to convection over varying depths, horizontal diffusion,

and settling. At this point if the distance between the cloud bottom

and the estuary bottom is less than the fall velocity times the update

time, material will be deposited on the bottom. In the original model

it was assumed that the small clouds would be smaller than the long—term

grid spacing. Therefore, if material were deposited from a cloud, it

should be placed in a single grid square. Since quite often one desires

greater refinement, the model has been modified to allow for the equal

placement of deposited material in as many grid squares as covered by

the cloud. If all the material in a cloud is deposited, that cloud is

then erased.

36. Small clouds are now updated through vertical diffusion.

Initially, the model made one vertical diffusion computation over the

complete long—term time step which can create artificial diffusion.

For example, if the cloud top is in an essentially uniform ambient but

very close to a region of high density gradient, one computation over a

large time step can result in the position of the top moving much too

far into the high gradient region. The program has been modified so

• that vertical diffusion computations are made in increments of one tenth

the long—term time step.

37. After computations on small clouds are made, as veil as long—

term computations that will be discussed later, a check is made to en-

sure that the bottom of the cloud does not fall below the bottom of the
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estuary nor does the top extend above the water surface. Some of these

checks existed in the original model while others have since been added.

38. After updating the small clouds created in BOOKS, control
switches back to MAIN that now calls MAD to control the long—term com-

putations. The first operation in MAD is to call ACAD if there are

small clouds that have not been inserted into the long—term grid. ACAD

moves and diffuses small clouds as well as handles the insertion of

clouds into the long—term grid when they become large enough. If the
• horizontal dimension of a cloud is greater than ~x but less than

2t~x , it is inserted in one manner; whereas, if the cloud dimension is

greater than 2~x , it is inserted differently.

39. Previously, the approach for insertion of clouds with sides

less than 2t~x but greater than t~x was to proportion the cloud mass

to the nearest four points and to assign the cloud thickness to each of

the four points. This, however, resulted in artificial dilution

strictly as a result of the manner in which clouds were inserted since

the volume associated with each of the four pieces of mass is

times the cloud thickness. Modifications have been made which eliminate

this problem by adjusting the thickness associated with each of the four

points. The volume after insertion of the cloud is then such that the

grid concentrations immediately after insertion of the cloud are the

same as the cloud concentration.

140. As noted, clouds with a horizontal dimension greater than 2t~x

are handled in a different manner. In the original model a distribution

of the material among grid points was attempted; however, mass conser-

vation problems seemed to be associated with this technique. Therefore,

the model has been modified so that the cloud mass is equally distrib-

uted among the points covered by the cloud. This approach seems to be

reasonable since small clouds are assumed to be uniformly mixed. Once

• again the thickness is adjusted to ensure that no artificial dilution

results from inserting a small cloud into the long—term grid.

141. As previously indicated, if there are small clouds that are

not large enough to be placed in the long—term grid, they are updated
in ACAD to the end of the current long—term time step. As in BOOKS,
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this update consists of convection, a variation of the position of the
V cloud top due to convection over variable depths, settling and the cor-

responding deposition of material on the bottom, and, finally , vertical
diffusion. Once again, the program has been modified to perform verti-

cal diffusion computations in steps of one tenth of a long—term time

step. After the update of small clouds, control transfers back to MAD.

142. The basic function of MAD is to control computation of concen-

trations on the long—term grid. As discussed in detail in Brandsma and

• Divoky ,3 rather than attempting a finite difference solution of the
governing convective—diffusion equation, Fischer’s backward convection

V scheme is used. In the original model the vertical coordinate YY used

in the interpolation of the ambient velocity was

YY = TOP(NST ,MST ) + 0.5 * THICK(NST,MST) (16)

where TOP(NST ,MST) and THICK(NST,MST) are initially set to zero. In

subroutine VEL, if YY = 0 , the velocity is returned with its surface

value. However, the grid point ambient velocity corresponding to the

vertical position of nonzero concentrations is the velocity which should

be used in the backward convection scheme. This problem has been cor-

rected by determining the average vertical position of the centroids of

all points at which concentrations are not zero and setting YY equal to
this value.

143. TRANSPT is called to determine the position one time step ago

of a massless particle occupying the particular grid point in question.

As presented in Brandsma and Divoky,3 this is the basis of Fischer’s

backward convection scheme. After returning particle coordinates to

MAIN , MAD determines the four grid points of the square within which the

particle was located. AVE5PT is then called for each of the four points

to determine a special five—point average concentration at each. The

top position associated with the five—point average concentration is

merely an arithmetic average of the five points unless one or more of the

values is zero, in which case it is not included in the averaging. The

thickness associated with the five—point average concentration is the
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maximum of the five points. It should be noted that before the five—

point average concentration is determined , each of the individual con-
centrations is multiplied by the ratio of its thickness to the maximum
thickness noted above to ensure mass conservation.

1414. AVE5PT has been modified slightly. In initial experimentation

of the model , it was observed that mass conservation problems were en-

countered in the long-term computations for a variable depth disposal

site. This has been corrected by forcing the thickness at each of the

five points used in the averaging procedure in AVE5PT to be the value

assigned upon entering AVE5PT.

145. After being called four times, AVE5PT returns a five—point

average concentration, a top position, and a thickness for each of the

four corners of the square from which the particle occupying the grid

point in question originated one time step ago. An interpolation of

the values associated with the four points yields the concentration and

top position assigned to the grid point in question for the current time

step. The thickness, however, is again set to be the maximum associated

with the four points. This complete process of calling TRANSPT, AVE5PT,
etc., is repeated for each point in the long—term horizontal grid.

146. The next operation in MAD is a mass conservation check of the

material in the long—term grid. Various modifications can be found

which account for the background concentration of the chemical constit-

uent. The long—term grid is now updated to allow for a variation in top

position of the concentration profile at each grid point as a result of

convection over variable depths. The profiles are then allowed to set—

tie with a subsequent deposition of material. It might once again be

noted that settling velocities for cohesive material are computed be-

fore settling of the profiles. These velocities vary over the long—term

grid as well as with time. Vertical diffusion is then computed at each

grid point in increments of one tenth the long—term time step. An addi-

tional modification to the manner.in which vertical diffusion is handled

• has been made. Vertical diffusion was considered to be dependent upon

the Richardson number based upon only the ambient density gradient.

However, the suspended solids density would seem to have a stabilizing
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effect which was not accounted for. Therefore, the model has been modi-

fied to compute a Richardson number based upon a density gradient that

accounts for the suspended solids density. All computations for this

time step are now completed and control transfers back to MAIN.

147. All of the above is the basic computation cycle of the con—

tinuous discharge model. After output is provided, MAIN is now ready

to begin the loop through long—term time steps again. If the discharge

is still continuing, both the jet convection and dynamic collapse phases

are recomputed. If the discharge was discontinued in the last time step

but all the material has not been accounted for, BOOKS is called again

to create small clouds for storage of the remaining material. If all

discharged material has been accounted for, either in small cloud stor-

age or in the long—term grid, MAIN goes directly to MAD.
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PART IV: DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTATION CYCLE AND
MODIFICATIONS TO THE INSTANTANEOUS DUMP MODEL

148. The Tetra Tech bottom dump numerical model traces dredged

material dumped from a barge from the moment it enters the water column

until deposition on the bottom occurs. As indicated in the previous

discussion, detailed theoretical aspects of the modeling can be found

in Brandsma and Divoky,3 with the purpose of the discussion herein being

to describe in detail the computation cycle of the computer program and

to note modifications to the original model that have been made. The

manner in which this is accomplished is to present the modifications

as they occur in the computation cycle.

149. The basic structure of the bottom dump code is essentially

the same as the jet or continuous discharge model, with the long—term

computations being identical. As in the jet model, the computation

cycle centers around subroutine MAIN. In addition to those in MAIN,

various read statements for input data are encountered in subroutines

INIT , ANBC, and ESTGEO. As in the jet model , ESTGEO has been modified

in the dump model for easier input of water depths for a constant depth

estuary. Subroutine ¶JW is called to read ambient velocities from an

external storage device for model application to disposal operations in

variable depth estuaries. After input data have been read and various

variables initialized, the convective descent phase is ready for

computations.

50. As noted in previous discussion , the dumped material is as—

sumed to fall through the water column as a hemispherical cloud during

the convective descent phase with subroutine PUMP called from MAIN to

control computations. After reading in the discharge characteristics,

DUMP initializes the dependent variables for the first solution trial.

As in the continuous discharge model, many modifications have been made

throughout the computer program to allow computations through long-term

diffusion on a conservative chemical constituent, taking into account a

uniform background concentration.

51. Before continuing with the convective descent computation
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cycle , it should be noted that the short—term dynamic computations are
made only once in the bottom dump model and thus are completely outside

the long-term time step loop. To initiate computations, RUNGS is called

from DUMP which then calls DERIVD to set up the time derivatives of the

dependent variables involved in the conservation equations presented in

Brandsma and Divoky.3 Control then switches back to RUNGS for the nu—

merical solution of the governing~equations. RUNGS is identical to the

subroutine by the same name discussed in the continuous discharge model.

The counter, ISTEP, that keeps up with the number of integration steps

is now incremented by 1 in DUMP and computations are repeated for the

next time step.

52. At the end of each integration step various checks are en-

countered in DUMP to determine whether the convective descent phase

has been successfully computed or if a new solution trial with a dif-

ferent initial integration step is required. If the sum CY(ISTEP)

+ 3/8 AA (ISTEF) is greater than the water depth, the bottom has been

encountered and IPLUNG is set to 1. If bottom encounter has occurred

and ISTEP lies between 100 and 200, convective descent is considered

to have been successfully computed. If ISTEP does not lie between 100

and 200, the number of the solution trial, NTRIAL , is incremented by

1 and computations begin over with ISTEP = 1 and with a different in-

tegration step. Five solution trials are allowed before program termi-

nation. Rather than striking the bottom, the hemispherical cloud may

reach a neutrally buoyant position in the water column. If this occurs

with ISTEP lying between 100 and 200, convective descent is again as-

sumed to have been successfully computed. Assuming that one of the

conditions above has been met and that all output requested has been

provided , control now reverts back to MAIN.

53. If IPLUNG = 1 (i.e., the bottom has been encountered), sub-

routine COLAPS is called to control computations through the dynamic

collapse of the cloud on the bottom. If a level of neutral buoyancy is

encountered during convective descent, a check on the ambient density is

made before COLAPS is called to control dynamic collapse computations in

the water column. If the ambient density is uniform, dynamic collapse
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computations are bypassed and the material moves directly into the long—

term diffusion computations. The original program contained an error
V 

which did not allow this; however, it has now been corrected.

514. Similar to the discussion in the continuous discharge model,

the force derived in Brandsma and D~voky
3 that drives the collapse of

the cloud should have an additional term reflecting the difference be-

tween the average cloud density and the ambient density when collapse

occurs on the bottom. As previously discussed, if collapse occurs in

the water column, the expression derived in Brandsma and Divoky
3 is

probably appropriate, since for that case the average cloud density is

essentially the same as the ambient density. This additional driving

force is derived below. As in Brandsnia and Divoky ,3 consider a quadrant

of the collapsing elipsoidal cloud on the bottom

ELEMENTAL SLICE

T 
-_  dy 

dy

PROJECTED EL~~4E~4TAL AREA
— 

________________ OF ROUNDED SURFACE

b

Assuming hydrostatic pressures , the additional driving force due to the

difference between the cloud density at y’ = 0 and the ambient ~p

is determined by integrating the pressure due to ~p over the projected

area of the rdunded external surface. Thus,

y=a
= 

J ~p~~rr(y) dy dO (17)
p y O

where

y’ = the minor axis of the elliptical cross section that varies
from 0 to a

r = the major axis of the elliptical cross section that varies
from 0 to b

dO = the incremental angle of an elemental slice
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and

,2 2
(18)

a b

but , since y ’ = y — a , the above can be solved for r ( y )  to yield

f 2  2r(y) = :2b b 2 (19)

therefore,

/ 2 2 \ 1/2
a 12b b 21

= 

~
f ~~~~ — —

~- y 1  
dy dO (20)

or after evaluating the integral above ,

= ~pga
2b(IT/14 — 1/3) dO (21)

The insertion of the above force into the computer program is discussed
later .

55. Brandsma and Divoky3 indicate that an entrainment coefficient

specified as input is used in computing the entrainment of ambient fluid

during collapse on the bottom. However , the computer code actually em-

ploys a computed entrainment coefficient that appears to be set to zero

in practically all cases. The model has been modified to use the input

entrainment coefficient, which, as will be discussed in Part VI, has V
resulted in a much better representation of the bottom collapse phase

based upon observations at disposal sites in Lake Ontario.

56. At this point assume the cloud has attained a level of neutral

buoyancy in the water column and collapse occurs . As noted above , COLAPS

is now called from MAIN. Results from the end of convective descent are

used to initialize collapse computations. Using the same basic equa—

tions as presented in the discussion of the continuous discharge model,

a fall velocity for cohesive sediment is now computed as a function of

the suspended sediment concentration . Subroutine RUNGS is now called
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which in turn calls DERIVC. The various derivatives in the governing

equations are set up in DERIVC and control then switches back to RUNGS

where the numerical integration of the equations is performed. A return

to COLAPS then follows. Various checks are now made to determine if the

computations have been completed. If the vertical position of the cloud

centroid plus three eighths of the cloud radius is greater than the water

depth, the bottom has been encountered and IPLUNG is set equal to 2. If

IPLUNG = 2 , and the number of collapse time steps lies between 100 and

1400, BOTTOM is called. If an e,stimated diffusive spreading is greater

than the computed dynamic spreading, NIJTRL is set equal to 3. If

NUTRL = 3 and the number of collapse time steps lies between 100 and

1400, the collapse phase has been successfully computed. However, if

either IPLUNG = 2 or NUTRL = 3 and the number of collapse time steps

is less than 100 or greater than 1400, the time integration step DT is

changed from its old value to the expression below

DT = DT * 
DINCR * FLOAT (No. Time Steps) (22)new old 250

and a new trial solution, with NTRIAL increased by 1, is initiated. If

neither IPLUNG = 2 nor NUTRL = 3 and the number of collapse time

steps is less than 1400, the integration step counter, ISTEP , is in-
creased by 1 and computations continue with RUNGS being called which in

turn calls DERIVC , etc. As in the short—term dynamic phases of the con-

tinuous discharge model, five solution trials are allowed.

57. If the bottom is encountered during either convective descent

or .~iuring dynamic collapse in the water column , BOTTOM is called. The

only modifications to BOTTOM are those associated with computations on

a conservative chemical constituent and computation of a fall velocity

fo r cohesive sediments. As in COLAPS, RUNGS is called which in turn

calls DERIVB to set up the derivatives in the governing conservation

equation presented in Brandsma and Divoky .3 Previously , an additional

driving force for collapse on the bottom was derived. In the computer

program , this force is inserted into the expression for EP(lO) in sub-

routine DERIVB.
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58. As for collapse in the water column, various checks are made
after computations for each integration step are completed. Bottom com-

putations continue with ISTEP incremented by 1 after each step forward

in time until either diffusive spreading exceeds dynamic spreading

(NUTRL = 3), or the reaction force on the bottom becomes negative, in

which case the cloud is assumed to have left the bottom (IPLUN G = 14 ) ,
or ISTEP becomes greater than 599. Remember, ISTEP is the sum of the

number of convective descent integration steps and the number of col—

V lapse time steps. Once again, up to five solution trials are allowed

before control switches back to MAIN. In summary, in order for collapse

to be successfully computed, diffusive spreading must exceed dynamic

spreading with the number of collnpse time steps lying between 100 and

1400.

59. Assume all short—term computations have been successfully com-

puted, output has been provided, and MAIN is ready to initiate tracing

of the material through the long—term diffusion computations. These

computations are made on one component at a time (i.e., each component’s

time history is computed for as long as computations are requested, sep-

arately from all others). This, of course, is different from the manner

in which the various components are traced in the continuous discharge

model. Thus, the basic loop found in MAIN is on the dredged material

components. The first operation is that of calling BOOKS for the trans-

fer of material from the short—term dynamic computations into small

cloud storage.

60. The manner in which these clouds are determined is as follows.

The total number of short term time steps, ISTEP , is divided into 10 in-

crements and a check is made at the end of each increment to determine

if mass has been lost from the basic dynamic cloud. If solid particles

have settled out by the end of the first increment, a small cloud is

created for storage of the mass. If no mass has been lost at the end

of this increment, the next increment is checked. This continues until

at the end of the tenth or last increment all remaining material is in-

serted into a final small cloud. Note that with this procedure only one

chemical constituent cloud is created.
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61. As each cloud is created, it is updated to the end of the
long—term time step. This update consists of horizontal convection by

the ambient current, variation of the cloud depth due to convection over

varying depths, horizontal diffusion, and vertical di~ffusion. As in the

jet model, the program has been modified to compute vertical diffusion

in increments of one tenth of a long—term time step. The cloud is then

allow2d to settle at its fall velocity. As in the jet model, modifica-

tions have been made to allow for the placement of deposited material

equally among all grid squares covered by the cloud rather than placing

all material in the one square associated with the cloud centroid.
After all clouds are created and updated, control switches back to MAIN.

62. A second loop in MAIN is now encountered. This loop, which is

embedded within the loop on the components, is a loop over the tidal

days and corresponding long—term time steps. Computations from this

point until the end of the long—term diffusion phase are the same as in

the continuous discharge model and are not discussed here. All the mod-

ifications in MAD, ACAD, and AVE5PT discussed previously apply to the
bottom dump model also.

63. After all long—term diffusion computations are completed for

the particular component in question, the same set of computations,

i.e., the calling of BOOKS, MAD, etc., is performed for the next com-

ponent. This process is repeated until all solid components as well as

the conservative chemical constituent have been tracked for as long as

requested by the user.
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PART V : SENSITIVITY OF MODEL OUTPUT
TO MODEL COEFFICIENTS

614. The instantaneous dump model contains 114 coefficients and the
continuous discharge model contains 17 coefficients (16 in the original

model plus the additional drag force coefficient previously discussed).
V 

The models contain suggested default values by the model developers
V that the user can request in case better values are not available. How-

ever, most of these default values are merely “best guesses” and thus

some idea of the sensitivity of model output to each coefficient is

required.

Instantaneous Dump Model

65. To provide some guidance on the importance of the various co-

efficients in the instantaneous dump model, several runs were made for a

V typical disposal from a t~ dumping scow in the New York Bight. The

input data describing thL disposal operation and the ambient environment

are presented in Table 1. Appendix A provides a general formatted list

of input required. -

66. The sensitivity of model output to the various coefficients

was determined by individually increasing the value of each coefficient,

with all others held constant at the default values suggested by Tetra

Tech . These are presented in Table 2. It should be realized that the

sensitivity of most coefficients will vary with the input conditions.

V Therefore, -the results obtained.and. presented in Table. 3 for a scow dis-

posal operation in the New York Bight would not necessarily be applica-

ble to instantaneous disposal operations in which the water depth and

material characteristics were substantially different from those listed

in Table 1.

67. Table 3 presents an illustration of the dependence of model

output from all three phases, i.e. convective descent , dynamic collapse,

and long—term dispersion , on each of the 114 coefficients contained in

the instantaneous dump model. As can be seen, the most important
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coefficients appear to be , CDRAG , CFRIC , a , FRICTN , Fl, and XE
Each of these is discussed below.

a — Entrainment coeffici-
ent for a turbulent thermal

68. Actually a , which is a function of a0 and is given by the

expression below, is the entrainment coefficient gover:iing entrainment

of ambient fluid during convective descent of the hemispherical cloud.
• 1/2

/
_______a = c ~ tanh i 

B
2 

( 23)

\ 21TgC1K a01

where

a = entrainment coefficient for a turbulent thermal

B buoyancy

C1 = a constant = 0.16

K vort ici ty
During the initial descent of the cloud , the vorticity is large which

results in a approaching the value for the entrainment coefficient of

a vortex ring given by

B 
2 

( 214)
27TgC

1K

However, as the cloud descends the vorticity approaches zero and a

approaches a . No real justification has been given by Tetra Tech for

the functional form of a other than it does have the proper limits for

large and small vorticity and does provide a smooth transition from one

to the other. As noted by JBF Scientific ,
14 a should be related to

the percent moisture of the material being disposed, with a increasing

as the moisture content increases. With the present representation of

the convective descent entrainment coefficient , some variation of a0

will be required in any calibration of the instantaneous dump model.
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CDRAG — Collapse drag coefficient

69. Collapse of the oblate spheriodal cloud is governed by the

driving force arising from the difference in the density structure and

resistive forces consisting of (a) the inertia force, (b) the form drag

of the collapsing cloud, and (c) the skin friction drag of the cloud.

CDRAG is the coefficient associated with the form drag and thus has been

suggested as being similar to the drag coefficient for a wedge, which

results in the suggested value of 1.0. However, there is significant

uncertainty associated with CDRAG to warrant changing the value of CDRAG

as deemed necessary to improve the comparison between computed rates of

spreading on the bottom and recorded bottom surge data during calibra-

tion of the model.

CFRIC — Collapse
skin friction coefficient

TO. As previously discussed , the collapsing cloud experiences a

resistive skin friction force. OFRIC is the skin friction coefficient

and thus is very similar to the kinematic viscosity of the ambient

fluid. The kinematic viscosity of water at 50°F is 0.013 cm
2/sec which

is approximately the default value of 0.01 listed in Table 2. Since

there is a greater physical reasoning behind the default value of CFRIC,

it is suggested that very little variation of this coefficient should be

undertaken in a calibration effort, even though model output in the

collapse phase is moderately sensitive to it.

a — Collapse
e~trainment coefficient

71. As the cloud collapses, additional fluid is entrained. As

previously noted, in the initial model, for the case of collapse on the

bottom, an entrainment coefficient was computed which in most cases ap-

peared to be set to zero. One of the modifications to the model has been

that of setting the bottom collapse entrainment coefficient to cic , as

is the case for collapse in the water column. The default value has

been set to 0.001, although no basis for this selection was noted by

Brandsnia and Divoky.3 Therefore, when attempting a calibration of the

model, one should not be overly concerned about a substantial variation
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of ac from its default value, if such is required.
FRICTN — Bottom
friction coefficient

72. FRICT}1 is the bottom—cloud interface friction coefficient.

Its value should depend upon the character of the bottom being impacted .

Its default value is 0.01, but the value required in a calibration effort

may be substantially different.

Fl — Bottom modification factor

73. Fl is a modification factor used in computing the resistance

of the friction force to the collapse of an arc of a half ellipsoid.

Since Fl is multiplied by FRI CTN , increasing Fl by some factor has

the same effect as increasing FRICTN by the same factor. Thus, rather

than increasing both in a calibration effort, only FRICTN will be

varied.

XE — Horizontal turbu-
lent dissipation parameter

714. The horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient E is assumed

to be a function of a characteristic length to the four—thirds power,

i.e.,

E = XH(AX ) (25)

where is the dissipation parameter and AX is taken as the charac-

teristic length. The influence of X
E is primarily restricted to long—

term computations, although it does influence when the collapse phase

terminates.

75. Based upon computer experimentation with the instantaneous

dump model, the major coefficients that might be varied from their

default values during calibration efforts of short—term results for

disposal operations similar to a scow dump in the New York Bight are

a , a , CDRAG, and FBICTN. It should be noted that for a different
o c
ambient stratification and/or longer periods of simulation, the verti-

cal and the horizontal diffusion coefficients would take on added

importance.
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Continuous Discharge Model

76. As previously done with the instantaneous dump model, several

runs were made with the continuous discharge model to determine the im-

portance of the model coefficients. A typical hopper dredge disposal

operation in the New York Bight was selected. The input data describing

the disposal operation and the ambient environment are presented in

Table 14. Appendix B provides a general formatted list of input required.

Again , it should be realized that the sensitivity of most coefficients

will vary with input conditions and thus the results obtained herein

will not necessarily be applicable to significantly different continuous

operations under different environmental conditions.

77. The sensitivity of model output to the various coefficients

was determined by individually increasing the value of each coefficient

with all others held constant at the default values suggested by Tetra

Tech and listed in Table 5. Table 6 presents an illustration of the
dependence of model output from all three phases, i.e., convective

descent, dynamic collapse, and long—term dispersion , on each of the

16 coefficients contained in the continuous discharge model. The most

important coefficients appear to be , CD , CDRAG , CFRIC, a14 , FRICTN ,

Fl, CM , and X
H 

. Each is discussed below. It should be noted that the

drag coefficient (ADDRAG ) associated with the additional drag force

discussed in paragraph 22 did not influence the model results since the

additional drag force acts to inhibit the vertical descent of the jet

V . OP lY V f?~~ a ve~rticaJ.~ stationary QI~çharge~ . - •. ..~~~ . . • .- . . . — -.

a
1 

— Jet convection
entrainment coefficient

~8. The convective descent phase of the continuous discharge is

similar to the motion of a momentum jet. However, as the jet bends in

the direction of the ambient current, the rise or fall of the plume more

closely resembles a two—dimensional thermal. The expression for entrain—

ment of the ambient fluid during the convective descent phase is com-

posed of two parts: namely, entrainment similar to that experienced by

a momentum jet and entrainment experienced by a two—dimensional thermal.
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The entrainment coefficient associated with the initial or momentum jet

stage of the convective descent phase is a
1

CD , ADDRAG - Jet
convection drag coefficients

79. In the presence of a cross current, a force arises due to

the unbalanced pressure field at the upstream and downstream faces of

the convective descent jet. A gross drag force perpendicular to the

trajectory of the jet has been assumed, with CD being the associated

drag coefficient. In a calibration effort, one can expect to vary CD

from its default value of 1.3. The default value of ADDRAG has been

set to 1.0. However, it should be realized that no importance should
be attached to this value, since the representation of the additional

drag force was simply taken to be similar to the drag force acting on

the descending hemispherical cloud in the instantaneous dump model. In

the calibration effort at Lake Ontario, discussed in the next section,

it was found that increasing ADDRAG from 0 to 1.0 (for the run witL a

bulk density of 1.17 g/cc) resulted in approximately twice as much time

being required for the jet to strike the bottom. It might be noted

that an instability in the computations occurs for even small values of

ADDRAG when the difference between the jet density and the ambient

density becomes less than about 0.025 glee. Therefore, the model has

been programmed to set ADDRAG = 0 when this occurs.

CDRAG — Collapse
V drag coefficient

80. As discussed in the instantaneous dump analysis, collapse is

governed by a driving force arising from the difference in the plume and

ambient density structure and resistive forces consisting of (a) the

plume inertia force, (b) the form drag of the collapsing plume, and

(c) the skin friction drag of the plume. CDRAG is the drag coefficient

associated with the resistive form drag of the collapsing plume that

is assumed to take the shape of an elliptical cylinder. Thus, a default

value of 1.0 has been set which, of course, is subject to change when

attempting a calibration of the model.
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CFRIC — Collapse skin
friction coefficient

81. CFRIC is the same coefficient as CFRIC in the instantaneous

dump model. Statements previously made about CFRIC in connection with

the instantaneous dump model are also applicable to the continuous dis-

charge model.

a14 — Collapse en-
trainment coefficient

82. Entrainment of the ambient fluid during collapse occurs due

to convection as well as a result of the collapse itself, a14 is the

coefficient associated with the latter. It appears that great uncer-

tainty exists concerning a14 and thus significant variation from its

default value of 0.001 seems justifiable.

FRICTN — Bottom
friction coefficient

83. FRICTN is the sane coefficient as FRICTN in the instantaneous

dump model . Statements previously made about FRICTN in connection with

that model are also applicable here.

Fl - Bottom modification factor

814. As with FRICTN, Fl is the same coefficient as Fl in the in-

stantaneous dump model .

CM — Apparent mass coefficient

85. The apparent mass of a body moving at velocity V
0 

is a vir-

tual mass moving at the same velocity with the same kinetic energy as

that of the actual body plus the kinetic energy of the displaced fluid.

Some variation of CM appears justified based upon the sensitivity demon-

strated in Table 6.

- Horizontal turbu—
lent dissipation parameter

86. The long—term computations in the continuous discharge model

are performed in the same manner as in the instantaneous dump model.

Therefore, statements previously made concerning X
E 

are applicable

here .

87. Based upon computer experimentation with the continuous

1414
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discharge model, the major coefficients that might be varied from their

default values during calibration efforts of short—term results for dis—

posal operations similar to the hopper dredge disposal modeled are a
1

CD, ADDRAG , CDRAG, a14 , FRICTN , and CM. If one attempts to match long—

term results, X
E might be varied also.

88. As a final note, the importance of the vertical diffusion co-

efficient is quite dependent upon the ambient stratification . In the

example problems, the ambient density was assumed relatively uniform for -

about 23 ft up from the bottom. This explains the vertical diffusion of

the tracer cloud up to this height (see Table 6). Note, however , that

in some instances the cloud diffuses upwards for 37 ft. The reason is

because the computations were such that the top of the cloud managed to

extend past the first region of stratification occurring from 22.3 to

214.3 ft from the bottom into another region of uniform density . When

this occurred, the model allowed the top of the cloud to rapidly diffuse

upward to the next region of stratification (occurring at about 37 ft

from the bottom). At this point, as can be seen in Table 6, the verti-

cal diffusion was essentially stopped.
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PART VI: CALIBRATION EFFORTS USIN(~ FIELD DATA
COLLECTED BY YALE UNIVERSITY

89. In order to evaluate techniques for predicting the fate of
dredged material released in the water column , it is necessary to deter-

mine the significance of the controlling physical processes affecting

the deposition of this material on the bottom. Consequently , a field

study was initiated with Yale University by the DMRP to V
investigate the

mechanics of the placement of dredged material at various open—water

disposal si tes. 5 Their obj ectives were to follow the path of the

dredged material, determine how much material reaches the bottom and

in what form, document how much sediment is dispersed into the ambient

water, and measure how long.~ Some results from this work are used

herein to attempt a calibration of the Tetra Tech models, albeit a

very limited calibration due to a lack of the type of data needed

from these studies.

90. Model calibration has centered around determining the most

realistic way to apply the models to a particular disposal operation ,
within the framework of the idealized c ’nditions assumed in the models ,

and a subsequent variation of model coefficients to match computed re-

sults with data collected during the field disposal operations by Yale.

A discussion of these efforts and results attained are presented below.

Model Calibration for Instantaneous Dump Operations

91. When attempting to apply the dredged material models to real

disposal operations , a basic problem is that of determining how to apply

the models so that an actual operation can be represented by the ideal-

ized methods of disposal considered in the models. For example, t’ere

are no dredged material disposals in which all the material leaves the

disposal vessel instantaneously . However , for the case of a barge dump ,

all of the material leaves fairly quickly , e.g., perhaps 15 to 20 sec .

If the water depth is sufficiently large, such a dump does resemble a

hemispherical cloud falling through the water column by the time the
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bottom is encountered and thus can be adequately modeled by the instan—
taneous dump model. If the volume of the dump is of such magnitude

and/or the water depth is too shallow so that collapse occurs on the

bottom before all the material leaves the disposal vessel, it is obvious
that the instantaneous model will not yield an accurate description of

the disposal process.

92. Proper material characterization is extremely important in

obtaining realistic predictions from the models , particularly when col-

lapse of the disposal cloud in the water column is a real possibility .

In some dumps, it has been observed that even the cohesive solids settle

to the bottom of the vessel before disposal , with the resulting bottom

material possessing a low water content and corresponding high bulk den-
sity. It is believed that a large portion of the material then falls 

V

from the collapsing cloud as clumps with fall velocities of perhaps 1.0

to 2.0 ft/sec. This is , of course , quite different from a characteri-

zation of the material where various solid types are assumed to settle

at essentially particle fall velocities.

93. There are 114 coefficients in the instantaneous dump model.

As previously discussed , the model contains aefault values, but the user

has the option of prescribing these as input . As noted in Part V, com-

puter experimentation with the Tetra Tech models indicates that model

output is most sensitive to entrainment and drag coefficients in both

the convective descent and collapse phases, as well as the bottom fric-

tion coefficient . Therefore, when attempting to calibrate the model

using data collected at a disposal site , these provide a good starting

point in the variation of coefficients to match computed and recorded

data.

Duwamish site

914. During February 1976, Yale University collected data during

and after several dumps over a 2—week period at the Duwamish disposal

site in Elliott Bay near Seattle, Washington . All dumps were made from

a 530—cu—yd barge ; thus , the instantaneous dump model with an initial

radius of 19.0 ft for the hemispherical cloud with a hulk density of

1.50 g/cc- was selected to best represent the disposal operation . A
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depth—averaged velocity field over the varying depth disposal site was

constructed , making sure to satisfy mass conservation of the flow field.
This was accomplished as follows. At one point near the disposal site

V 
current data averaged over the water column were available as a function

of time over a 25—hr cycle. Water depths were available at each of the

net points of the horizontal grid constructed over the disposal site.

Assuming that the known current and associated water depth are V* and
h* , respectively , one can then compute the current at the net point

(i,j) as

V*h*
= s— ( 26)

ii

to ensure the conservation of mass of the flow field. The magnitude and

direction of V~ as a function of time are presented in Table 7. The

depth grid , i.e. h. . , is given in Table 8 where I~ is the number of

spatial steps in the X—direction and N is the number of spatial steps

in the Z-direction . The computer program used to perform the computa-

t ions  noted above and to subsequently create the velocity tape is listed

in Appendix C. The remaining input data required for operation of the

instantaneous dump model are presented in Table 9.
95. Upon release of the material during the field tests , a t ime

of 25 to 30 sec was normally observed for the cloud to strike the bottom.

With the convect ive descent drag coe ff i c ien t  increased from its suggested

value of 0.5 to 1.0, the model computes a time of 214 sec with a final

radius of 59 ft at bottom encounter. The speed of the front of the

surge in the field at 160 ft from the point of dump was estimated to be

20 cm/ sec.  W ith an increase in the drag coeff icient  in the collapse

phase fron~ 1.0 t 1.75, the model computes a corresponding speed of

19 cm/sec . During the field test, suspended solids data were recorded

at 3 ft from the bottom at only one point , which was ~Oi ft downstream

of the dump point . At 600 sec after the dump, the recorded suspended

sediment concentration was 614 mg/R.. After 1000 sec the computed concen-

tration of the suspended material was 142 mg/i, extending 8 ft up from

the bottom . The times could not be compared due to a restriction on the
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long—term time step in the model, the restriction being that the long—

term time step must be greater than the time required for the collapse

phase to terminate. Based upon recorded data at 300 ft downstream of

the dump point , it took 1800 sec for the suspended sediment concentra-
tion to decrease from 914 to 35 mg/i, i.e., a rate of decrease of

0.0328 mg/i/sec. From the model computations , 1000 sec was required

to reduce the suspended sediment concentration at the same point from

142 to 11 mg/i, i.e., a rate of decrease of 0.0310 mg/i/sec. A summary

of these results is presented in Table 10.

New York Bight site

96. As a second example of application of the instantaneous dump
model , data collected during a scow dump in the New York Bight were

utilized. The solids of the 3000—rn3 dump were assumed to be composed

of 30 percent cohesive “clumps” with a fall velocity of 2.0 ft/sec and

70 percent silty—clay with a fall velocity of 0.01 ft/sec. The water

depth was 85 ft and the bulk density of the material was 1.60 g/cc.
The basic model input data were previously presented in Table 1. There

were two prototype data points in the bottom surge available for com-

parison with computed results. Based upon transmissorneter data, the

front of the surge arrived at about 300 ft from the dump 70 sec after

ini t ia t ion of the dump , whereas , after about 250 see, a current meter
recorded the arrival of the surge at approximately 800 ft from the

dump . From the transmissometer data, the suspended sediment concentra-

tion at 3 ft from the bottom was 7.5 g/i after 138 see , 1.5 g/i after

558 see , and was down close to background levels after approximately

1000 sec.

97. Various combinations of the more sensitive coefficients were

tried in the attempted calibration of the model. In all rims , the drag

coefficient in the convective descent phase (CD) was increased to 1.0.

As previously noted , the most sensitive coefficients in the bottom col-

lapse are a drag coefficient (CDRAG), an entrainment coefficient (a)

ond the bottom friction coefficient (FRICTN). The default values of

these coef f ic ien ts, as presented in Table 2, are 1.0, 0.001, and 0.01,

respectively . However , very little is known about these coefficient
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and thus no great significance should be attached to tk~e~ e default

values. In addition, it should be realized that the luttom collapse

entrainment coefficient has gained added significance due to the modi-

fication previously discussed.

98. It became obvious early in the computer experimentation that,

as in the Duwamish simulation, CDRAG had to be increased in order to

match the arrival time of the surge front 300 ft from the dump . However,

unlike the Duwamish simulation, in addition to matching an early surge

arrival time , the spread after 250 sec in the New York Bight simulation

also had to be considered. Values of CDRAG = 5.0  , a = 0.014 , and

FRICTN = 0.075 resulted in a computed spread of 350 ft after 70 sec
and 685 ft after 250 sec. The computed cloud thickness after 250 sec
was approximately 3 ft which , based upon similar surge observations at

a hopper dredge disposal operation in Lake Ontario, probably comes close

to approximat ing the proper surge volume. These hopper dredge disposal

observations are discussed in more detail in the next section . After

1450 see , the computed average suspended sediment concentration over the

cloud was 6.2 mg/i and had fallen to essentially zero after 900 sec . It

should be remembered that the recorded concentrations of 7.5 mg/i after
138 sec and essentially background after 1000 sec were point values

rather than averages over the collapsing cloud. A summary of these

results is presented in Table 11.

Model Calibration for Continuous Discharge Operations

99. As prev iously noted , a major question when attempting to apply

these disposal models is how best to model the particular disposal oper-

ation with the idealized disposal methods simulated by the models. For

example , the continuous discharge model allows for only one discharge

opening , whereas , most hopper dredges have eight doors, all of which

discharge continuously for a discrete period of t4ime but not necessarily

concurrently . Of course, for the case of a pipeline discharge, there is

no problem with representing the disposal operation, although, other

problems such as very shallow water depths may exist.

100. The purpose of the discussion below is to demonstrate the
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manner in which hopper dredge disposal operations might be modeled as

well as to present calibration results. Although the applications are

for actual disposal operations in the New York Bight and Lake Ontario,

the data from the New York Bight site were not sufficient for model

calibration .
New York Bight disposal site

101. The disposal in the New York Bight was accomplished by a

hopper dredge moving at over 14 ft/sec. The dredge contained four pairs

of doors , with disposal occurring by alternating between first a pair of

fo rward doors and then a pair of aft doors , et c . ,  until the complete

load was discharged. Normally , the discharge from one pair of doors

was essentially complete by the time the next pair opened. The con-

tinuous discharge model was used to simulate this disposal operation by

making the assumption that the operation could be represented as a con-

tinuous discharge through a circular opening with an area equivalent to

a pair of doors. Model input data have previously been presented in

Table 14. Although no field data collected at the site were considered

su itable for comparison wi th model predictions , the approach did appear

to provide a reasonable qualitative description of the short—term fate

of disposed material . However , a note of caution must be raised con-

cerning the concept of representing the outflow from several openings

by a single discharge. In the New York Bight case combining a pair of

doors into one discharge decreases the densimetric Froude number by

about 20 percent. Since the Froude numbers are quite small, this change

probably will not significantly alter the hydrodynamic similarity . How-

ever , if a case should arise where one wished to combine several open-

ings into a single opening, the change in the densimetric Froude number

might be so large that the hydrodyriaxnic similarity would be altered. In

addition, problems with the initial Koh—Chang computer model were often

encountered when attempting to apply the model to a large initial open-

ing. Thus, combining several openings of a hopper dredge into a single

opening is not recommended.

Lake Ontario disposal site

102. The disposal operation at Rochester , N. Y., in Lake Ontario
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was accomplished from a stationary hopper dredge discharging simultan-

eously from eight doors. As previously discussed, the continuous dis-

charge model applied to a stationary, vertical discharge does not

behave well at bottom encounter. Based upon observations by Yale

University , the eight individual jets grew fairly quickly and at some

point in the water column had grown enough to mix together. From this

point , the material falling through the water column resembled the type

of disposal operation that could be simulated with the instantaneous

dump model . However , the discharge continued for about 145 sec ; whereas,
the bottom was encountered within 15 to 20 sec . Thus , although the

dump model will yield the radial outflow pattern on the bottom, some
mechanism for accounting for the material still being discharged had to
be developed. This was accomplished as follows. From field observa-

tions it was estimated that the majority of the solids settled to the

bottom of the hoppers, with the resulting material in the lower one third

of the hoppers having a bulk density of 1.5 g/cc and the material in the

upper two thirds having an average bulk density of about 1.17 g/cc. The

continuous discharge model was first run assuming a release density of

1.50 g/cc. Input data are presented in Table 12. Results from this run

were then used to initiate the instantaneous dump model, taking into

acc ount the case of all eight doors being opened. The continuous model

was then rerun assuming a release density of 1.17 g/cc to arrive at a

resulting flow rate near the bottom. The instantaneous dump model was

then modified to accept this flow rate as entrained fluid into the

collapsing cloud on the bottom for as long as the discharge continued.

The steps for modeling such a disposal operation are summarized below.

a. Apply the continuous discharge model to a single door
using an average bulk density corresponding to the ma-
terial occupying the lower one third of the hopper .

b. Results from step a enable one to compute the volume of
the instantaneous hemispherical cloud and the position
of its centroid. An example is presented in Appendix D.

c. Before application of the instantaneous dump model , re—
run the continuous discharge model for a single door
using the average density of the material occupying the
upper two thirds of the hopper . From this run, the en-
trainment flow rate and density of the entrained fluid
are determined for input to the instantaneous dump model.
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d. Apply the instantaneous dump model, using results from
steps b and c, to obtain the best representation of the
radial bottom surge.

It is believed this approach yields the most realistic representation

possible with the current structure of the models. Input data for the

instantaneous dump run are presented in Table 13.

V 
103. A major question that must be answered in the calibration

phase is that of which of the computed results should be compared with

recorded field values. For example, comparing computed and recorded

times to bottom encounter certainly seems justified, whereas attempt-

ing a direct comparison of cloud thickness at some point on the bottom

does not seem justified since the computed results of bottom collapse

are more or less averaged results over the spatial extent of the cloud.

It was finally decided that perhaps the most important information to be

gained from the models was time to bottom encounter, spread of material

through the water column , and lateral extent and total volume of the
bottom surge versus time. Therefore, these were the quantities compared

in the calibration phase.

1014. Two dump sites were monitored by Yale University in Lake
Ontario with the major difference between the two being the water depth ,

58 ft at one and 87 ft at the other. Results from the 58—ft site were

used for calibration purposes due to more detailed data having been col—

lected there.

105. With a drag coefficient of 1.50 for the additional vertical

drag force previously discussed and a convective descent jet entrainment

coefficient of a1 = 0.20 , the front of the descending jet reached

142 ft below the surface in 10 see, which was essentially the time re-

corded by Yale. After initiating the inst~.ntaneous dump model, the

total computed elapsed time until bottom encounter was 17 sec, whereas

Yale recorded 18 sec .

106. A comparison between computed and recorded bottom surge

volumes and arrival times for different combinations of CDRAG , a

FRICTN , ADDRAG , a , and a1 , are presented in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively . Values of CDRAG = 5.0 , a~ = 0.014 , and FBICTN = 0.10
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along with ADDRAG = 1.5 , a
1~ = 0.65 , and a

1 = 0.20 appear to be

the best combination to make computed values approximate both measured

surge spread and surge volume simultaneously.

107. The models were then applied in the same manner to the dis-

posal .at the 87—ft site with the same values for the coefficients as
determined for the 58—ft site. Figure 7 illustrates the comparison be-

tween computed and recorded positions of the surge front versus time. 
V

No recorded surge volumes were available for comparison. However, the

computed final thickness of the collapsed cloud at the 87—ft site in-

creased by 140 percent over that at the 58— ft site. Yale University ob-

served a similar increase of surge thickness with water depth.
108. Although these results, as well as those for the barge and

scow disposal simulations in the Duwamish Waterway and New York Bight ,

respectively , do not constitute a detailed calibration of the models ,

they do seem to indicate that proper use of the models will provide

reasonable qualitative information. An improved knowledge of the de-

pendence of the more sensitive coefficients on characteristics of the

disposed material and the disposal site, plus perhaps the method of

disposal , must be obtained through additional comj arison of model re-

sults with field data before any quantitative significance should be

attached to information obtainec from the models. However, on the posi-

tive side , it should be noted that results from the scow dump in the

New York Bight and the hopper dredge disposal in Lake Ontario are en-

courag ing. Even though t h e  methods of disrosal were vastly different
• and site  characterist ics were not the same, approximately the same val-

ues of the bottom collapse coefficients provided reasonable matching of

computed rc~u1ts with  the limited field data. Therefore, when applying

the models to operations similar to those discussed , coefficients should

be selected close to those deterniinrd here to yield the best results at

the New York i~i~ ht and Lake Ontario sites. Table 114 presents a summary

of the variation of coefficients in the calibration effort  discussed.
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PART VII: SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

109. A discussion of modifications made to and calibration of the
Tetra Tech dredged material disposal models for the physical fate pre-

diction of dredged material discharged in an aquatic environment has

been presented. One model is for an instantaneous bottom dump and the
other is for a continuous discharge from either a fixed or moving

source. The models allow for the temporal and spatial dependence of

the ambient current , density stratif ication, var iable depths , and
effect of lateral boundaries. However, they do not allow for the ero—
sion and resuspension of material from the bottom, i.e., a particle

striking the bottom is assumed to remain there.
110. A rather lengthy discussion of the computation cycles and

problems that were encountered while evaluating and calibrating the

models has been presented along with subsequent modifications that have

been made. Insight gained from the ongoing evaluation and calibration

study can be summarized as follows:

a. The instantaneous dump model adequately represents ,
in a qualitative sense, a barge dump, in which all ma-
terial has left the barge before the bottom encounter .
Results from the Duwamish Waterway and New York Bight
calibration efforts support this.

b. The continuous discharge model should be used to repre-
sent disposal from hopper dredges since times as large
as 2 or 3 mm may be required for the complete emptying
of the hoppers. If the hopper dredge is moving , one
should look at the operating scheme in order to deter-
mine the best approach to take, keeping in mind that
combining too many individual hopper gate openings into
a single opening may alter the hydrodynaznic similarity .
If the hopper dredge is stationary, one should not at-
tempt to apply the continuous discharge model alone since
it does not provide a realistic representation of a
vertical jet bottom encounter. The approach used in the
Lake Ontario calibration effort should be considered.

c. Proper material characterization is extremely important
in obtaining realist ic predictions from the models, par-
ticularly when collapse in the water column is a real
possibility. One should attempt to classify not only
solid particle fractions such as coarse sandy material

- but also that fraction of the material that falls as
“ clumps .”
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d. Entrainment and drag coefficients in the descent and col-
lapse phases plus the bottom friction coefficient appear
to be the most sensitive coefficients in the models.
When attempting to calibrate the models using data col-
lected at a disposal site, these coefficients provide a
good starting point in the variation of coefficients to
match computed and recorded data. For disposal opera-
tions similar to those discussed , the values of the co-
efficients should be selected close to those determined
to yield the best matching of computed and recorded re-
sults at the New York Bight and Lake Ontario sites.

e. No quantitative significance should be attached to pre-
dictive computations from either model until knowledge
of the required coefficients is improved.

111. Major modifications made to the Tetra Tech models other than

correcting minor programming errors in the computer codes include :
a. Allowing for the computation of a conservative chemical

constituent through the passive dispersion phase taking
into account a background concentration.

b. Computing settling velocities for cohesive fractions be-
ginning with the collapse phase and extending through the
passive dispersion phase.

c. Removal of the excessive dilution experienced in trans-
ferring small clouds to the long—term transport grid and
also in the vertical diffusion computations.

d. Inclusion of an additional driving force in the bottom
collapse phase.

e. Allowing for extra entrainment into the collapsing cloud
on the bottom .

112. Although these models still have not undergone sufficient

calibration and subsequent verification to warrant confidence in a

quantitative sense, the limited calibration discussed herein and the in—

depth evaluation the models have received do justify confidence in a

qualitative sense, especially if the material is properly characterized

and the models are judiciously applied to adequately represent a real

disposal operation.

113. From the evaluation and testing program including the data

collected from the field studies, the following conclusions can be made

concerning the short—term models at this time :
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a. The models can realistically simulate what happens in the
water column during the release. The limiting factor
determining which model or models to apply is the rela-
tionship between the time required for the leading edge
of the descending cloud to impact the bottom and the time
required to empty the hopper dredge or barge.

b. These models cannot accurately describe the detailed
structure of the impact and subsequent bottom surge as
observed and discussed in Bokuriiewicz et al.5 However,
with proper selection of coefficients , the lateral spread
and the rate of change in the total volume of the radi—
ally expanding surge can be estimated.

e. A reasonable description of the concentrations within the
surge and long—term phase is dependent on an adequate
characterization of the sediment properties of the
dredged material.
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Table 1

Model Input for New York Scow Disposal Operation

Number of grid points in s—direction = 25
Number of grid points in x-direction = 25

Grid spaci ng = 100 ft

Constant depth of 85.3 ft

Dump made at x = 700 ft and z = 1500 ft

Ambient Conditions
Depth Density x Velocity z Velocity

f t  g~/ c c  ft/sec ft/sec

0 1.021
2.5 1.170 0.250

140 1.022
51 1.023
61 1.023
63 1.025
65 1.026
75 1.026
82 0.280 — 0.280
85.3 1.026

Long—term time step = 1450 sec

Initial radiu~ of cloud 6.97 ft

Initial depth of cloud centroid = 19.68 ft

In i t i a l  cloud velocity = 0.Oi + 2 . O j  + 0.0k

Bulk density of disposal material = 1.60 g / cc

Characterization of Material
Concentration

Density 3 ~ 
Fall VelociLy

Description ______ 
ft /ft ftJsec

Silty—clay 2.60 0.2570 0.01

Clumps 2.60 0.1100 2.0

Fluid 1.020 0.6330 0.0

- - V .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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Table 2

Default Values of Instantaneous Dump Model Coefficients

Coefficient Default Value

0.235

0.0

Cm 1.0

CD 0.50

y 0.25

CDRAG 1.0

CFRIC 0.01

CD
3 

0.10

CD 14 1.0

a 0.001
C

FRICTN 0.01

Fl 0.10

0.005

0.05
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Table 14

Model Input for New York Hopper Dredge Disposal Operation

N umber of grid J-- oi lto in z—direction = 25

Number of grid points in x—direction = 25

Grid spacing = 150 ft
Constant depth of 05.3 ft

Disposal initiated at x = 1200 ft and z = 2250 ft
Course = 225 deg

Hopper dredge velocity = 14.h3 ft/sec

Volume rate of discharge = 1750 ft3/sec

Initial radius of jet 5.05 ft

Depth of discharge point = 27 ft

Angle of discharge = 90 deE-’

Duration of discharge = 120 sec

Long—term time step = 1450 sec

Bulk density of disposed material = 1.30 c/cc

Characterization of l’.~ateria1
Densi ty Concentration Fall Velocity

___________ gm/cc 
— 

ft3/ft3 ft/sec

2.~ O 0.1680 0.01
Fluid 1.00 0.8120 0.0

Amb ient Conditions
Depth Density x Velocity z Velocity

ft C/cc ft/sec ft/sec

0 l.0 1
2.5 1.170 0.250

140 1.022
51 1.023
(-1 1.023
63 1.025
(--5 1.026
75
82 0.280 —0.280
85.3 1.026
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Table 5
Default Values of Continuous Discharge Model Coefficients

Coefficient Default Value

0.0806

0.3536

0.0

CD 1.3

y 0.25

CDRAG 1.0

CFRIC 0.01

CD
3 

0.20

4 
CD 14 2.0

0.3536

a14 0.001

FRICTN 0.01

Fl 0.10

(‘1~ 1.0

0.005

À y 0.05
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Table 7

Current Data at the Duwamish Disposal Site

Time Direction Magnitude Time Direction Magnitude
sec deg from N knots sec deg from N knots

0 3140 6.73 145,600 332 5.014
1,200 357 6.30 146,800 355 5.014
2,1400 302 8.02 148,ooo 1 7.59
3,600 335 6.73 149,200 1 5.014
14,800 3147 6.73 50,1400 356 2.52

6,000 3145 6.30 51,600 2142 8.88
7,200 3514 8.02 52,800 250 2.52
8,1400 8 12.32 514 ,000 197 6.30
9,600 9 6.73 55,200 137 8.02
10,800 65 7.16 56,1400 1614 6.73

12,000 67 2.52 57,600 i66 7.59
13,200 57 3.78 58,800 122 7.16
ih ,14oo 142 7.16 60,000 73 8. 145
15,600 25 8.145 61,200 52 9.714
16,800 314 io.6o 62,1400 114 8.02

18,000 17 3.78 63,600 114 7.59
19,200 2 6.30 614,800 0 7.59
20,1400 0 3.78 66,000 3140 8.02
21,600 307 8.02 67,200 337 6.73
22,800 265 12.32 68,1400 315 8.145

214,000 270 11.89 69,600 285 11.89
25,200 272 11.146 70,800 275 114.90
26 ,1400 2714 11.03 72,000 265 13.18
27,600 280 6.88 73,200 267 12.75
28,800 280 8.145 714,1400 272 8.145

30,000 283 10.17 75,600 277 7.59
31,200 289 7.16 76,800 277 6.73
32,1400 298 5.o14 78,000 282 6.73
33,600 313 3.78 79,200 289 5.014
314,800 332 7.16 8o,14oo 290 5.014

36,000 57 8.02 81,600 290 5.014

37,200 514 6.30 82,800 275 6.73
38,1400 51 8. 14~ 814,000 291 8.02

39,600 149 8.02 85,200 317 8.145
140,800 37 7.59 86,1400 3140 8.88

142,000 214 7.16 87,600 2 8.145
143,200 317 6.30 88,800 7 8.145
1414,1400 33’~ 

6.30 90,000 27 8.02 

- - - -- -
~~~~~~~
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Table 8
Water  Depths at the 1)uwurn ish Disposal Site

M N = i  N . ’  N = 3  N = 1 4  N = 5  N = 6  N = 7  N = 8  N = 9  N 1 0  N = 1 1

1 198 1914 199 200 200 200 199 198 199 201 206-
2 197 1~~’ 199 200 199 199 199 199 198 200 2014
3 198 ~Th 0 200 200 200 200 199 198 198 199 201
14 198 198 199 199 198 198 198 198 198 198 200
5 198 193 198 199 198 198 198 198 198 197 200
6 196 198 198 200 198 198 198 199 197 196 197
7 196 197 198 198 199 199 198 198 198 191 196
8 196 196 198 198 198 198 198 198 198 197 197
9 195 195 19’( 198 198 198 198 197 198 197 197
10 1914 1914 1914 195 196 196 196 196 ]96 196 196
11 19’- - 195 1914 195 195 195 1.95 195 195 1914 1914
12 195 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914 192 193
13 191 192. 192 193 192 192 192 193 192 192 193
j1 i814 i814 185 181 187 189 190 189 189 190 192
15 181 180 i8i 182 183 183 1814 185 186 188 189
16 119 118 180 179 180 180 180 182 183 185 186
17 178 178 178 178 179 179 179 180 i80 183 185
18 17~ ii6 1714 176 176 178 178 179 180 182 183
19 1(6 175 173 i7~. 1714 173 175 176 117 178 178
20 1’(6 173 173 172 172 172 173 173 175 176 176
21 175 173 173 171 171 173 171 1’(2 173 173 175

u = 1 2  N = 1 3  N = 1 h  N = 1 5  N~~~16 N = 1 7  N = 1 8  N = 1 9  N = 20 D = 2 1

1 216 2~-1 2~ 3 2214 225 226 227 228 229 230
2 210 215 .‘.‘0 223 223 223 225 226 227 228
3 206 213 218 220 222 223 223 223 225 226
14 2014 209 216 218 219 220 220 221 220 222
5 2014 2 9  215 2 17 218 218 219 219 220 221

6 19~ 206 21~4 218 218 217 217 219 219 219
7 198 203 211 219 219 217 217 218 218 219
8 19-. ) 

~ 210 1-’19 219 218 217 217 216 217
9 1~ 9 2~l. 210 0 17 216 216 216 216 216 2114

10 19,’ 200 20~~ 213 215 2114 215 2114 213 213

11 191; 196 199 208 2114 215 2114 213 213 212
12 195 197 20? 208 212 211 212 210 210 210
13 J91; 19’( 201 O014 209 21.0 209 209 208 208
114 193 19 14 197 200 206 207 206 206 205 205
15 190 191 192 196 200 205 205 20 14 202 203

16 181 188 190 192 395 201 202 201 200 200
17 186 186 189 190 195 J99 198 197 196 196
18 103 185 187 190 195 198 198 197 19(1 195
19 i8o i8i 182 185 i88 19? 192 192 191 192
20 176 i~8 181 181; 185 387 18’( 181 188 i88
21 176 176 179 182 182 183 183 1814 18); 18);

- - - - —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --- - - -‘~~~~~~~-- - - V ~~~~~~~~~ —---— - -- -~~~~- ~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Table 9
Input Data for Application of the Instantaneous

Dump Model at the Duwainish Diposal Site

Number of long—term grid points in x—direction = 21

Number of long—term grid points in z—direction = 21

Gr id spacing = 100 ft

Dump made at x = 1,100 ft and z = 1,150 ft

Time of dump = 65,000 sec into tidal cycle

Duration of simulation = 1,500 sec

Long—term time step = 500 sec

Ambient Conditions
Depth, ft Density, g/cc

0 1.018
20 1.018
80 1.019
125 1.022
171 1.022
189 1.023
231.3 1.023

Initial radius of cloud = 19 ft

Initial depth of cloud centroid 5 ft

Initial cloud velocity = 0.Oi + 2 . Oj  + 0.0k

Bulk density of disposed material 1.50 ~‘/cc

Characterization of Material
Density Concentra~ ion Fall Velocity

Description g/cc ft3/ft-~ ft/sec

Sand 2.60 0.1395 0.07
Silty—clay 2.60 0.1705 0.02
Fluid 1.00 0.6900 0.0
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Table 10
— 

Summary of Calibration Results at

the Duwarnish Disposal Site

Event Computed Recorded

Time to bottom encounter 214 sec 25—30 sec

Speed of surge front at 160 ft
19 cm/sec 20 cm/secfrom point of dump

Suspended sediment concentration — —  614 mg/2,
after 600 sec at 300 ft from
the point of dump

Suspended sediment concentration 142 mg/2. — —

V after 1000 sec at 300 ft from
the poi nt of dump

Rate of decrease in suspended 0.0310 mgR/sec 0328 mgR/sec
sediment concentration
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Table 11

Summary of Calibration Results at the

New York Bight Disposal Site

Event Computed Recorded

Distance of bottom surge front from 350 ft 300 ft
the point of dump after 70 sec

Distance of bottom surge front from 685 ft 800 ft
the point of dump after 250 sec

Suspended sediment concentration —— 7.5 g/i
after 138 sec at 300 ft from
point of dump

Average suspended sediment concen— 6.2 g[Q ——
tration of the cloud after
1450 sec

Suspended sediment concentration ~O.0 ——
after 900 sec at 300 ft from
point of dump

Suspended sediment concentration —— ~~~ 0.0
after 1000 sec at 300 ft from
poin t of dump

L__ 
- _ _  _ _ _ _



Table 12

Input Data for the Continuous Discharge Model
at the Lake Ontario Site

Number of grid points in x—direction = 20

Number of grid points in z—direction = 20

Gr id spacing = 100 ft

Constant depth = 58 ft

Duration of simulation = 100 sec

Duration of discharge = 10 sec (first run)
4 = 30 sec (second run)

Long—term time step = 100 sec

Volume rate of discharge = 51.97 ft3/sec

Initial radius = 2.11 ft

Depth of discharge = 12.75 ft

Angle of discharge = 90 deg

Disposal initiated at x 1000 ft and z = 1000 ft

Hopper dredge velocity = 0.0

Density of disposed material = 1.50 g/cc (first run)
= 1.17 g/cc (second run)

Characterization of Material
Density Concentration Fall Velocity

Description 
~Lcc 

ft3/ft3 ft/sec

Clumps 2.60 0.0780 2.00
Sand 2.60 0.01470 0.07
Silt 2.60 0.1870 0.01
Fluid 1.00 0.6660 0.0

Ambient Conditions
Depth Density x Velocity z Velocity
ft g/cc ft/sec ftjsec

0 1.000
30 0.180 0.180
57 0.110 0.110
58 1.000

- -V—--  -— - -
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Table 13

Input Data for the Instantaneous Dump Model

at the Lake Ontario Site

Number of grid points in x—direction = 20

Number of grid points in z-direction = 20

Grid spacing = 100 ft

Constant depth = 58 ft

Dump initiated at x = 1000 ft and z 1000 ft

Duration of simulation = 1300 sec

Time step = 650 sec
Initial radius of cloud = 27.6 ft

Initial depth of cloud centroid = 30.6 ft

Initial cloud velocity = 0.01 + 2.613 + 0.0k

Bulk density = 1.091 g/cc

Characterization of Ma-~er ia1
Density Concentration Fall Velocity

Description g/cc . ft 3/ft3 ft/sec

Sand 2.60 0.0090 0.07
Silty—clay 2.60 0.01480 0.0017
Fluid 1.00 0.91430 0.0

Entrainment rate = 3728 f t
3/sec

Density of entrained fluid = 1.0106 g/cc
T~rne entrainment continues = 31.1 sec

x—velocity of entrained fluid = 0.0

z—velocity of entrained fluid = 0.0

— 
Ambient Conditions

Depth Density x Velocity z Velocity
ft g/ee ft/sec ftJsec

0 1.000
30 0.180 0.180
57 0.110 0.110 V

58 1.000

I
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APPENDIX A: INSTANTANEOUS DUMP INPUT

1. NMAX , MMAX , NS , NVL, NSC (1615)

NMAX — Number of grid points in z—direction of long—tern grid

MMAX — Number of grid points in x—direction of long—term grid

NS — Number of solid components

~VL — Number of velocity layers

NSC — Number of small clouds allowed for each solid component
(value of 20 suggested)

2. KEY1, KEY2, KEY3, KEY14 (1615)

KEY1 = 1 — Use default coefficients
= 2 — Read coeff ic i ent s as input

KEY 2 = 1 — Computations stop at end of convective descent
= 2 — Computations stop at end of dynamic collapse
= 3 — Computations stop at end of long—term diffusion

KEY3 = 1 — Long—term diffusion i’OF chemical constituent
= 0 — No long—term diffusion for chemical constituent

KEYI4 = 0 — No action
= 1 — Input specified t ime steps for convective descent

and collapse

3. ICCN , IGCL , IPCN , IPLT (1615)

IGCN = 0 — No graphs of convective descent
= 1 — One line printer graph of convective descent
= 2 — Extra graphs of concentrations for convective phase

IGCL = 0 — No graphs of dynamic collapse
1 - One line printer graph

JFCN = 0 — No printed record of convective descent phase
= 1 — Printed output included

IPCL = 0 — No priflted record of dynamic collapse phase
= 1 — Printed output included

IPLT = 0 — Print long—term results at default times (1/14, 2/ 14,
3/li , 14/14 of TSTOP)

= n — Number of values to be read in of times to print
long—term results (up to 12)

Al
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1t. ID (8Alo)

— Free—form alphanumeric description of run

5. DX (8Elo.o)

DX — Spatial step (ft ) for long—term grid

6. IDEP , DEPC (Ilo ,Flo .o)

IDEP = 1 — This is a constant depth run and DEPC = the depth
= 0 — Var iable depths will be read as input

DL~C — If IDEP = 1, set = const ant depth

NOTE : Omit cards 7 if IDEP = 1

7. ((DEPTH(N ,?-~), M = 1, ~~~~~~ N = 1, ~~Ax ) (16F5.o)

DEPTH (N ,N) — Depths at grid points of horizontal grid — Read
in row by row , left to r ight , top to bottom

8. XBARGE , ZBARGE (8Elo .o)

XBARGE — X—coordinate of discharging vessel in estuary

ZBARGE — Z—coordinate of discharging vessel in estuary

9. NROA (1615)

NROA — N unTher of points (in depth ) where ambient density is

~recified

10. (Y(i), I = 1, I~~OA) 
(8Elo.o)

y(I) — Depths (feet from surface) where dcn ity is specified
(the final value should equal the deepest depth in the
estuary)

11. (RoA (I), i = i, NROA ) (81.ic.0)

ROA(I) — Density (g/cc) of ambient water

12. T (1615)

i~- fl P M — This is an indicator of the ambient velocity interpre—
tation . Set to one of the following values. See
Brandsma and Divoky 3 for more details*

* See t i x t for references and figures c i t u ~ 1~~ L appendices .
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= 1 — One—layer flow variable in horizontal and in
time. Vertically averaged velocities are read
from logical unit 7 (LUT’17) at each long—term
time step

= 2 — Same as above except that velocity profiles are
assumed to be logarithmic such that the average
over the vertical equals the read in value

= 3 — Two—layer flow variable horizontally , vertically ,
and in time . These are

3
interpreted as described

in Brandsma and Divoky .

= 14 — Two—layer flow , constant depth case. Velocity
specifi cation is one pair of velocity profiles
as shown in Figure 14 . These profiles are assumed
constant in the horizontal and invariant in time

NOTE: Omit card 13 if IFORN ~ 14

l~~. DU1, DU2, Ulil , UIJ2, DW1, DW2 , Wi, W2 (BElo.0)

NOTE: See Figure 14

DU1 — Depth (ft) to upper U velocity (x—direction )

DU2 — Depth (ft) to lower U velocity

UU1 — Upper U velocity (ft/sec)

Uli2 — Lower U velocity (ft/sec)

DW1 — lo i th (f’t) to upper W velocity (z—direction )

DW2 — Depth (ft) to lower W velocity

— Upper W velocity (ft/sec )

WW2 — Lower W velocity (ft/sec )

i14. TDUMJ , TSTOP , DTL (8Elo.o)

TDU~VT — Time of dump to nearest DTL seconds after start of
tidal cycle (see)

TSTOP — Duration to nearest DTL seconds of simulation after
dump ( see)

DTL — Long—term time step (see) — Time varying velocities
are specified at this interval

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 



NOTE: Omit card 15 if KEYI4 = 0

15. DT1U, DT2U (8Elo.o)

DT1U — User—specified time step for convective descent phase
(used for repeated runs )

DT2U — User—specified time step for dynamic collapse (used
for repeated runs)

NOTE: Omit card 16 if IDLT = 0

16. (TPRT (I), I = 1, IPLT) (8Elo.o)

TPRT(I) - Values of times in seconds to print long—term re—
suits (must be integer multiples of the long—term
time step)

17. RB , DREL , cu(i), cv(2), CW(l), R0O , BVOID (8Elo.o)

RB — Radius of initial hemispherical waste cloud (ft)

DREL — Depth of centroid of initial cloud at release (ft)

CU(1) — Initial velocity components of the cloud in x— , y— , and
CV(l) z—d irections
CW(l)

BOO — Bulk density of initial cloud (glee)

BVOID — Voids ratio of aggregate solids

l~~. FARAl-~( K ) ,  ROAS (K), cs(K), VFALL(K), (Alo ,14Flo.o,I5)
VOIDS(K), ICOHES(K)

iAAM (K) — Alphanumeric description of solid (10 characters
maximum )

ROAS (K) — Solid density (glee , dry weight) of particle

C~ (K) — Concentration of these particles in volume ratio

VFALL(K) — Fall velocity of these particles (ft/see )

— Voids ratio of these particles

ICOHES (K) = 1 — This solid fraction is cohesive
= 0 — Noncohesive

NOTE: Card 18 will le repeated for each solid fraction
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19. TRACER , CINIT , CBACK (Alo ,2Elo.o)

TRACER — Alphanumeric description of conservative chemical
tracer in ini t ial  fluid fraction

CINIT — Concentration of tracer in initial fluid (mg/9.)

CBACK — Background concentration in ambient fluid ~mg/~~)

NOTE: If the model is not being used in conjunction with the continuous
uischarge model, insert a blank car l for card 20

20. ERATE, EROO , ECON , ETIME , EUA , I~~A (6Flo.o)

DRATE — Rate (in ft3/sec) at which fl uid from the continuous
discharge is fed into the bottom collapse

EROO — Density (in g l e e)  of the entrained fluid

ECON — Concentration (in m g / 9~) of toe conservative chemi cal
const i tuent in th e ent ra ined  flui d

ETIME — Total time (in nec ) for entraining fluid from tle
continuous discharge

EUA — X—velocity (in ft/see ) of the entrained fluid

EWA — Z—velocitv (to ft/sec ) of the entrained fluid

N(~TE: If KEY1 ~ 2~ omit ear— l~ 2l, 22 , 23, 2 14

21. DINCR1 , DINCS2 (8Elo.o)

DINCR1 — Factor used for estimati:r time seep in convective
descent

— Factor used for 1 - r t i r T - t  ~ng t ime step in dyn ami c
collapse

22. A~ l~A L - , F-E’ A , CM , CD (8Elo.o)

ALPHAO — Ent - r n i n n ent coef1’L~i cnt for turbulent thermal.

— ~ t t t l J I O ’ ~ O ( ) f fj C i 1 f l t

CM — A pparent mass ~ o C t f 1 L ’ C ent

CD — Drag coefficient for a sphere

A5



23. GAIvIA, CDRAG , DFRIC , CD3 , CD14, ALPHA C , FRICTN , Fl (8ElO.0)

GAMA — Density gradient factor in the cloud

CDRAG — Form drag coefficient for the quadrant of a collapsing
oblate spheroid

CFRIC — Skin friction coefficient for the quadrant of a col-
lapsing oblate spheroid

CD3 — Drag coefficient for an ellipsoidal wedge

CD1-t — Drag coefficient for a plate

ALPHAC — Entrainment coefficient  for collapse

FRICTN — Friction coefficient between cloud and estuary bottom

Fl — Modification factor used in computing the resistance of
the friction force to the collapse or a quadrant of an
oblate spheroid

Th . ALAMDA , AKYO (8E1o.5)

ALANDA — Dissipation factor used in computing horizontal dif-
fusion coefficients by four—thirds law

AKYO — Maximum value of vertical diffusion coefficient

A6
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APPENDIX B: CONTINUOUS DISCHARGE INPUT

1. NMAX , MMAX , ND , NVL , &sc (1(15)

NMAX — Maximum dimension of long—term passive diffusion grid
in z—direction

MMA X - Maximum dimension of long—term passive diffusion grid
in x—direction

NS — Number of solid components in discharge (not greater
than 12)

NVL — Number of velocity levels in velocity arrays (must be
lor 2)

NSC — Maximum number of small clouds allowed per component
for transition from short term to long term (value of
50 suggested)

2. KEYI , KEY2, KEY3 (1615)

C KEY1 = 1 — Use default coefficient s suggested by Tetra Tech
= 2 — Us e coeffi c ients suggested by user

KPY2 = 1 — Fixed pipeline discharge
= 0 — Discharge from moving vessel

KEY3 = 1 — Long—term diffusion for fluid component
= 0 — No long—term diffusion for fluid component
= 2 — Computations terminate at end of collapse

3. IGCN , IGCL , Il-CN , IPCL , IPLT (1615)

IGCN = 0 — No graphs of convective descent phase
= 1 — Two line printer graphs of convective descent
= 2 - Extra graphs of concentrations for convective

descent

IGCL = 0 — No graphs of dynamic collapse
= 1 - Two—line printer graphs of dynamic collapse

IPCN = 0 — No printed record of convective descent phase
= 1 — Printed output included

IPCL = 0 — No printed record of dynamic collapse phase
= 1 — Printed output included

IPLT = 0 — Print long—term results at default times (1/14,
2/14, 3/14, 14/14 of TSTOP)

n - Number of values to be read in of times to print
long—term results (up  to 12)

Bl

—
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14. ID (8Alo)

ID — Free—form alphanumeric description of run

5. DX (8Elo.o)

DX — Spatial step (in ft) for long—term grid

t~. IDEP , DEPC (Ilo ,Flo.o)

IDEP = 1 — This is a constant dej -l L run and DEPC = the depth
= 0 — Variable depth s will  be read as input

DEPC — If IDEP = 1, set = const ant depth

NOTE : Omi t cards 7 if IDEP = 1

(( DEPTH ( N ,M), M = 1, MNAX ),  N = 1, NMAx ) (16F5.o)

DEPTH(N ,M )  — Depths at grid points of horizontal grid. Read
in row by row , lef t  to ri ght , top to bottom

TSJ , TC-TOP , DTL , TJET ( 8E l o . o)

TSJ — Time that ,~et discharge begins (measured in sec from
start of tidal eycle). Parge is at position (XBARGE,
ZBARGE ) at this time

TSTOP — Duration of simulation (in sec)——the m-i~ imum t i me
elapsed from beginning of jet discharge to which
material will be tracked (this is an inte 4 -er mult iple
of DTL ).

DTL — Lone-term t ime otep ( s e e ) .  This is the time m ere—
m ont  for passive diffusion . DTL should be set SO that
it is greater than the maximum time required for the
di scharged material to go through convective uescent
and dyn amic collapse

TJET — Duration of jet discharge (see)

0 • VDOT , BC (1), DJET, ANGLE , ROl , BVOID (8Elo.o)

VDOT — Volume rate of jet discharge of dredged material slurry
(ft3/sec )

P-C(l) — Initial radius of jet (ft)

DJET — Depth of discharge nozzle (ft)

B2
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ANGLE — Vertical angle of discharge (deg below horizontal).
The azimuth of discharge is assumed to be 180 deg
away from the vessel course SAl on card 10

ROI — Bulk density of dredged material slurry at discharge
nozzle (g/cm 3)

BVOID - Aggregate voids ratio

10. XBARGE, ZBARGE, SAl , UB (8Elo.o)

XBABGE — X—coordinate of discharging vessel in estuary
coordinates at t ime of start of discharge

ZBARGE — Z—coordinate of discharging vessel in estuary
coordinates at time of start of discharge

SAl — Str aight course maintain ed by d ischarging vessel durin g
discharge (measured in degrees anti—clockwise from
positive X axis)

UB — Constant speed of discharging vessel (measured in ft/sec
with respect to surface water). This parameter should
be set to 0 for a fixed discharge

11. PARAN (K), ROAS(K), CS(K), VFALL(K), (Alo ,14Flo.o ,15)
VOIDS(K), ICOHES(K)

PAR AN (K) — Alphanumeric description of solid (10 characters
maximum )

ROAS(K) — Solid density (g/cm 3, dry weight) of these
particles

C S ( K )  — Concentration of these particles in volume ratio

VFALL(K) — Fall velocity of these particles (ft/see)

VOIDS(K) — Voids ratio of these particles (used only in
estimating final thickness on bottom)

I C OH E S ( K )  = 1 — This solid fraction is cohesive
= 0 — Noncohesive

NOTE: Card 11 is repeated for each solid fraction

12. TRACER , CINIT , CBACK (Alo ,2ElO.0)

TRACER - Alphanumeric description of conservative chemical
tracer in initial fluid fraction

B3
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CINIT — Concentration of tracer in initial fluid (mg/i)

CRACK — Background concentration in ambient fluid (mg/i)

NOTE: Omit cards 13, 114, 15, and 16 if KEY1 = 1

13. DINCR1, DINCR2 (8Elo.o)

DINCR1 — Trial value used in obtaining distance steps DS for
the integration in the jet convection phase. DS
= DINCR x (initial jet radius )

DINCR2 — Trial value used in obtaining initial distance step
DS for the integration in the dynamic collapse phase.
DS = DINCB2 x (jet radius at end convective descent )

lii . ALPHA1, ALPHA2, BETA , CD (8Elo.o)

ALPHA 1 — Entrainment coef f i c i en t  for momentum jet

ALPHA2 — Entrainment coefficient for two—dimensional thermal

BETA — Settling coefficient for solid particles

CD — Drag coef ficient for a cyl inder

15. GANA , CDRAG , CFR IC , CD3 , CD1-t , ALPHA ., ALPHA 14, (8E10.o)
FRICTN , Fl , CM

CAMA — Density gradient factor in collapsing plume. Density
gradient in side plume at start of collapse is assumed
to be BAMA times local ambient density gradient

CDRAG — Form drag coefficient for the quadrant of a collapsing
elliptical cylinder

CFRIC - Sk in drag coef f i c ien t  for the quadrant of a collapsing
elliptical  cylinder

CD3 — Drag coefficient for an elliptical wedge

CD14 — Drag coefficient for a two—dimensional plate

ALPHA 3 — Entrainment coefficient in collapse phase associated
with convection of the cloud

ALPHA14 — Entrainment coefficient in collapse phase associated
with spreading of the cloud

FHICTN — Friction coefficient between cloud and ocean bottom 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

Fl — Modification factor used in computing the resistance of
the f r ic t ion force to the quadrant of an elliptical
cylinder

CM — Apparent mass coefficient

16. ALANDA, AKYO, ADDRAG (8Elo.o)

ALANDA — Dissipation factor used in computing horizontal dif-
fusion coefficient by four—thirds law

AKYO — Maximum value of vertical diffusion coefficient

ADDRAG — Drag coeffi cient for the additional drag force for
the ease of a stationary vertical discharge. Default
value is set to 1.0

17. NPROF, NR OA , DTROA (2I5,E1O.O)

NPROF — Number of successive long—term time steps for which
density profiles are to be read. Each profile is that
perceived from the discharging vessel at the start of
a particular time step. If the vessel continues to
discharge after the last DTL for which a profile is
given , the most recent profile will be used. NPROF
= 1 implies a constant profile over time (maximum
value 50)

NROA — Number of points in each profile. This is the same for
all profiles. Range is from 2 through 8

DTROA — Time interval (see) between density profiles (must
be integer multiple of DTL)

18. (YROA(I ,N), I = 1, NROA ) (8Elo.o)

YROA(I ,N) — Depths (in ft) below water surface at which den-
sities are specified for the N’th density profile

19. (ROAP (I ,N ) ,  I = 1, NROA ) (8Elo.o)

ROAP(I,N) — Densities (in g/ee ) at the points above

NOTE: Cards 18 and 19 are repeated as pairs for each density profile

20. IFORN (1615)

IFORM — This is an indicator of the ambient velocity interpre-
tation . Set to one of the following values

B5 
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= 1 — One—layer flow variable in the horizontal and in
time. Vertically averaged velocities are read
from logical unit 7 (TAPE?) at each long—term
time step

= 2 — Same as above except that velocity profiles are
assumed to be logarithmic such that the average
over the vertical equals the read in value

= 3 — Two—layer flow variable horizontally , vertically ,
and in time. These are interpreted as described
in Brandsma and Divoky3

= 14 — Two—layer flow, constant depth case. Velocity
specification is one pai r of velocity profiles as
shown in Figure 14. These profiles are assumed
constant in the horizontal and invariant in time

NOTE: Omit card 21 if IFORM ~ 14

21. DU1, DU2, UIJ1, UIJ2 , DW1, DW2 , Wl , WW2 (8Elo.o)

DU1 — Depth (ft) to upper U velocity (x—direction )

DU2 — Depth (ft) to lower U velocity

UU1 — Upper U velocity (ft/see)

1JU2 — Lower U velocity (ft/see)

DW1 — Depth (ft) to upper W velocity (z—direction )

DW2 — Depth (ft ) to lower W velocity

WW1 — Upper V velocity (ft/see )

WW2 — Lower W velocity (ft/see )

NOTE : If IPLT = 0, omit card 22

22. (TPR’r(I), I = 1, IPLT) (8ElO.O)

TPRT(I) — Values of times (in see ) to print long—term
results
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APPENDIX C: LISTING OF PROGRAM TO GENERATE TEE VELOCITY
TAPE AT THE DUWAMISH DISPOSAL SITE
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE PROBLiS4 COMBINING RESULTS
FROM BOTH DREDGED MATERIAL MODELS

1. The following is a plan view of the hopper dredge .

I ~4 l
L~  _ _  _ _

r~ i i
Assume the total load discharged is 575 cu yd; also assume that the aver-

age dens ity of the material  in the lower one third of each hopper is

1.50 glee , while that of the upper two thirds is 1.17 g/ee and that

145 sec is required for the complete disposal operation . Remember that

the dredge is stationary and all eight doors are opened simultaneously .

2. The first step is to run the continuous discharge model for the

case of a single door being open , using 1.50 g/ee as the bulk density

of tie material . From this run the position in the water column where

the jets interact can be determined. In addition , an estimate of the

area m i-acted at the bottom is provided. For the example problem coo—

sidere-i , i .e. , disposal at the Lake Ont ario site , the fol lowing results

were obtained.

~ / / \ / \ / \ \
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3. The volume of the hemispherical cloud is then computed from

A = 14 FT2 
_________________

8 X 

~~~~~~ 

+ ; 

/~ 69.8~~~~
”
\

where the volume V of each of the shapes above can be determined from

V = 1/3 h(A1 + A2 + sJ A1A2) (Dl)

where

h = the perpendicular distance between the two faces.

A1 and A2 = areas of the upper and lower faces.
Therefore, the total volume computed is 1414,109 ft3.

14• To accoun t for all the solids, it is assumed that the complete

volume of solids contained in all hoppers is contained in the computed

volume above. Therefore, based upon 376 ft3 of sand and 2129 ft3 of
silt, the solids concentrations to be input to the instantaneous dump

model are

Sand — 0.009 ft3/ ft 3

Silt — 0.0118 ft3/ft3

The bulk density of the cloud can then be computed to be 1.091 g/cc.

5. Based upon the above volume of 1414,109 ft3, the radius of the

hemispherical cloud is B = 27.6 ft. The cloud centroid is determined

by subtracting 5/8 R from the position of the bottom of the cloud

located at 147.87 ft. Thus, the initial centroid of the cloud is 30.6 ft

from the surface. The initial velocity of 2.6 ft/sec is taken to be the

velocity from the continuous discharge run at the centroid position.
6. The next step is to run the continuous discharge model as be—

fore except with a bulk density of 1.17 g/cc. From this run the en-

trainment flow rate and corresponding density are determined for input

to the instantaneous dump model. The total entrainment time is

D2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _  _ _ _  
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determined as the difference between the total discharge time and the
time required for the 1.50 glee continuous run to encounter the bottom.
For the present example the entrainment time is 31 sec with a flow rate
of 5809 ft3/sec and a density of 1.0106 glee .

7. The final step is to ‘ise the results above to run the instan-
taneous dump model to yield a reasonable representation of the radial
surge of material on the bottom.

I

t
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APPENDIX B: NOTATION

a Minor axis of elliptical cross section

a0 Half the final radius of the convective descent jet
AA Major axis of elliptical cross section

Area of top face of a general frustum
A2 Area of bottom face of a general frustum

B Buoyancy

BC Jet radius

BC(l) Radius of the discharge point

C Suspended sediment concentration, mg/i
C1 A constant equal to 0.16

CY Vertical position of cloud center line

dy Incremental distance in vertical direction

DS Spatial integration step

DT Time Int egrat ion step
DTC Time increment for creating small clouds
E Turbulent diffusion coefficient

FAP Driving force in bottom collapse due to ~~
g Acceleration due to gravity
h Height of general frustum

h;H;h. ;h* Water depths
ISTEP Number of integration steps

K Vorticity

L Plume length
U Ambient velocity in x—direction

V Volume of a general frustum

V5 Settling velocity of suspended solids, ft/sec

Ambient current

W Ambient velocity in Z—dlrection

x,y Cartesian coordinateB with origin at water surface

y’ Vertical axis of coordinate system attached to the
collapsing cloud

YY Vertical coordinate used in interpolation of ambient
velocity

El

~~~~~~ - 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  A



F — _____________________ - -
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Z Cartesian coordinate with origin at water surface

t~x Spatial step in horizontal grid

~p Difference in cloud and ambient densities at center of
cloud

c Normalize d density gra dient — (ll~0) (a~0l~y)

~2 
Angle between center line of the jet and the vert ical

Ambient density

p Cloud density at cloud center L
p* Density distri.bution inside the cloud

E2
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